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THE TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK: A SOURCEBOOK 
FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF RURAL IOWA SCHOOLS 
INTRODUCTION 
The Vocational Task Force Report (June 1980) initiated a chain of 
events that is hoped will lead, ultimately, to the renewal of vocational 
education in this state. This renewal is intended to improve the excel-
lence and equality of the vocational education programs available to 
lowa•s youth. Basic to achieving this renewal is clear exposition--
which results in clear understanding--of the goals to be achieved. This 
Sourcebook addresses one of these goals--the provision of an instruc-
tional program that enables students to move successfully from formal 
schooling to the workplace. 
• 
Part I of this report provides the exposition of "Transition from 
School to Work.'' It describes the need and rationale for this goal. 
It describes also the school factors and workplace factors that must be 
considered in adaoting local programs to achieve the goal. It gives 
particular emphasis (1) to building the awareness and interests of local 
boards of edu~ation and communities in achieving the goal, and (2) to 
developing and maintaining their collaboration and support in implement-
ing an improved program. 
Part I I of this book considers a planning model which will aid 
administrators and local boards in initiating a program responsible to 
the needs of students. A center concept delivery system structured 
around jointly-administered programs is presented, along with the para-
meters of a center-type curriculum model designed to meet the needs of 
students and business/industry in a rural setting. 
The report, therefore, is a primer of vocational education for a 
rural setting. It is the first step--not intended to be the final 
answer . From this initial report, efforts should be directed to develop 
specific program curriculum and supporting services to meet the students' 
needs. 
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THE TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK: PART I 
' CHAPTER 1 - OVERVIEW 
~. Statement of the Problem 
-
The curriculum of the secondary schools of Iowa consists of a general 
education component, a coilege preparatory component, occupational courses, 
and a vocational education offering with career education and extracurricular 
activities melded in. With declining enrollments and staff reductions 
imposed by dwindling finances, Lhe col lege prep offerings .n many schools 
have been merged into the genera l education offerings. Because of these 
same forces, occupational courses have become, in many schools, the only 
exposure to the reality of the working world. The following diagram 
illustrates the total public school offerings available currently to rural 
Iowa secondary students. 
\ 
Figure 1 
SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
General College Prep 
Curriculum Education 
Curriculum ~-
Occupational 
Courses 
Vocational 
Curriculum 
Clearly, the current secondary curriculum falls short of providing al 1 
students explicit opportunities to prepare themselves for the transition 
from school to work. 
B. Definition of Terms and Discussion of Issues 
In order to discuss this shortcoming and help our boards and committees 
understand it, a common vocabulary is needed. While local administrators 
wi ll probably wish to add to this 1 ist, explanations of the following terms 
and i ssues are critical to a study of the transition of school to work. 
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1. The Definitions of Vocational/Career Education 
2. The Parameters of Vocational Education 
3. The Goal of Vocational Education . 
4. The Goal of Career Education 
5. The Difference between Career Education and Vocational Education 
6. The Career Development Model 
7. The Constructs of Vocational Education 
8. The Vocational Service Areas and the Occupational Clusters 
9. Vocational Education and Transferability 
C. Definitions of Basic Terms Used in Vocational/Career Education 
Vocational Education. Those organized educational programs which 
address directly the preparation of an individual with employability and 
job specific skills required for paid or unpaid employment: Satd skills 
development being provided for by educational programs where baccalaureate 
degree requirements are not necessary for initial employment and/or further 
specialized training. 
Career Education. The sequence of career development experiences, 
beginning in early childhood and continuing through adult 1 ife, that prepares 
individuals for present and future career opportunities. 
College Prep Courses. Those courses specifically designed to assist 
the student to enter into baccalaureate-level college work in pursuit of a 
collegiate career. 
General Education. Those courses specifically designed for al 1 students 
in preparation for 1 ife's goals. 
Multi-Occupational Program. A vocational program utilizing the 
cooperative method in which students with a number of different career goals 
, participate in the same related instruction class and are prov1ded work 
experience in differing occupational areas with the same coordinator. 
Occupational Courses. A program consisting of "all of those activities 
and experiences through which one learns to work in the world of paid 
employment." It places primary emphasis on economic benefits from work that 
are not necessarily present either in vocational education or in career 
education. 
Vocational Program. A course or sequence of courses and/or indivi-
dualized learning experience leading to the development of employability 
skills designed for initial employment in a specific job. 
Vocational Service Area. A general reference to the activities, 
specific projects, courses, or programs in a broad area of related job areas 
such as agriculture, home economics, office education, health, distributtve 
education, trade and industrial education. 
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D. The Parameters of Vocational Education 
Vocational education has come to be accepted as that phase of schooling 
which provides students the opportunity to achieve proficiency in a set of 
skills appropriate to a specific occupation. It is either preparatory for 
specific employment or supplementary to the work of those already employed 
in a specific occupation. Vocational education is not restricted to boys 
and girls in secondary schools, but is provided for any youth or adult who 
needs and can profit from it. 
From the standpoint of subject matter, there is no clear-cut line 
between general and vocational education. Much that could be vocational 
education is found in cne so-called academic education subjects. However, 
no general education subject, per se, can be considered properly as voca-
tional education subject matter nor can vocational education ever be truly 
academic education. The difference is one of objectives and focus. 
The characteristics of vocational education which distinguish it from 
general education are: 
1. Education is vocational when it is de s igned to irrprove the 
efficiency of an individual in a specific occupatron. 
2. Education is vocational when it is taught and learned in its 
relationship and application to the actual job requirement of a 
specific occupation. 
3. Education is vocational when it is of more value to persons who 
will pursue, or are pursuing, a specific occupation than other 
persons. 
4. Education is vocational when it is timed so that the learner can 
apply it at the time it is learned to useful and productive work 
in a specific occupation. 
5. Education is vocational when the necessary skills and knowledge 
of a particular occupation are being taught and learned in their 
, practical and proper application to the work. 
The modern concept of vocational education holds that its 
to prepare the individual for gainful employment--both initial 
and that supplementary to the daily work of the employed. 
• purpose IS 
employment 
Prior to 1963, vocational legislation had emphasized training to meet 
the skill needs of the labor market. The Vocational Training Act of 1963 
placed new emphasis on the priority directed at the employment needs of various 
groups within the present and potential labor force. 
and 
for 
An Advisory Council on Vocational Education consisting of general 
vocational educators and noneducators presented five operational principles 
vocational education: 
1. Vocational education is defined as all those aspects of 
educational experience which help a person to d1scover his 
talents, to relate them to the world of work, to choose an 
occupation, and to refine his talents and use them successfully 
in employment. 
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2. There is no longer room for any dichotomy between intellectual 
competence and manipulation skills' and, therefore, between 
academac and vocational education. 
3. Education cannot shed its responsibilitieS to the student just 
because he has chosen to reject the system or because it has 
handed him a diploma. 
4. Some type of formal occupational preparation must be a part of 
every educational e.<perience, as well as continual upgrading 
and remedial education opportunities. 
5. The objective of vocational education should be the development 
of the individual not the needs of the labor market. The system 
for occupational preparation should supply a saleable skill at 
any terminal point chosen by the individual, )et no doors should 
be closed to future progress and development. 
The Advisory Council recommended a 11 unified system of vocational 
education" which includes seven phases or key components: 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
Occupational preparation should begin in the elementary schools 
with a realistic picture of the world of work and provide 
students with the tools to plan a satisfying role in it. 
In junior high school, the objectives s hould be exposure to the 
ful 1 range of occupati onal choices which will be available at a 
later point and full knowledge of the relative advantages and the 
requirements of each. 
Occupational preparation should become more specific in high 
school though preparation should not be limited to a specific 
occupation. 
All students outside the col lege preparatory curriculum should 
acquire an entry-level job skill while being prepared for 
post-high school vocational and technical education. 
Care should be taken not to block the upward progress of the 
competent student who later decides to pursue a college degree. 
Vocational preparation should be used to make general education 
concrete and understandable. 
General education should point up the vocational implications of 
all education. 2 
Beyond initial preparations, employed adults may want to bolster an 
upward occupational climb with courses and programs. Such curricular 
offerings should be available, in a wade range of choices, from the public 
school. Occupational preparation need not, and should not, be limited to 
the classroom, school shop, or laboratory. Many arguments favor training 
on the job . The idea is to merge the advantages of institutional and on-
the-job training into formal cooperative work-study programs. 
The school must work with employers to build a bridge between school 
and work. Placing the student on the job and following up his successes 
and fa i lures provides the best possible information to the school on its 
own strengths and weaknesses. 
4 
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The interrelationships of knowledge and skill always have been char-
acteristic of vocational education and wil~ help it continue to grow in 
effectiveness. The excellence of local vocational education programs can 
be judged by their specificity, practicality, applicability, and immediate 
usefulnes~ in the development of competent workers for specific occupa-
tions. These criteria clearly differentiate the functions of vocational 
education from the functions of general education in the public schools of 
America. This dtstin~tion is further discussed in Item E of this section. 
E. The Goal of Vocational Education 
Vocational education is a vital part of American education. Its 
fundamental purpose is two-fold: (1) to equip those students who so 
desire with skills needed for various levels of employment in government 
business or industry, and (2) to be a supportive element in the economic 
base of the nation. To fu1fi 11 this purpose, vocational education seeks 
to provide those learning opportunities necess a ry to meet the student 1 s 
career developments needs, seeks to meet the manpower needs of society, 
seeks to increase the employment options available to each student, and 
seeks to serve as a motivating force to enhance all types of learning. 
Since the purposes of groups and individuals served by vocational 
education are diverse and often overlap with one another, vocational education 
responds by providing many different kinds of programs in many different 
settings. Minimally, these include: 
1. Exploratory experiences that provide the basic elements of the 
career decision-making skills necessary for successful pro-
gress through a career development sequence. 
2. Preparatory experiences that provide the basic development of 
Basic Work Skills and Basic Work Characteristics training 
necessary for successful entry into the labor market. 
3. A sequence of career development activities that provides the 
following integrated elements : 
• development in basic communication, social, and 
mathematical skills; 
• development in job-seeking skills; 
• development in life survival economic support skills; 
and 
• development in occupational survival skills. 
4. Adequar.e support services of guidance and counseling activities 
and placement services to complete the students' career 
development sequence. 
F. The Goal of Career Education 
Career Education has been defined in a number of ways since it was 
originally introduced. Educators see it as the totality of experiences 
through which one learns about and prepares to engage in work as part of 
her or his way of 1 iving . 
• 
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Career education seeks to produce individuals who are: · 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 
\ 
competent in the basic academic skills required fo r adaptabtl i ty 
i n our rapidly-changing society; 
equipped with good work habits ; 
equipped with a personally meaningful set of work va lues; 
equipped with career decision-making, job-hunting, and 
job- gett ing skills; 
aware of means available for continuing education; 
equipped with ability to make source career decisions; 
pl aced or actively seeking placement in an occupation, further 
education, or in a vocation; 
ac ti vely seeking to find meaning through work in productive 
use of le i sure time; and 
aware of means available to themselves for changing career 
options . 3 
G. The Differences Between Career and Vocational Education 
There has long been confusion regarding the differences between career 
educa ti on and vocational education. Those differences can be br iefly 
s t a t ed a s follows: 
1. Voca t ional education provides the student with specific vocational 
skil l s necessary for entry into an occupation. Career education's 
t hru s t is to provide students with skills and attitudes necessary 
to fun c t ion in occupational society. 
2 . Vocational education is defined in terms of courses and is an 
inst ructional program. Career education is defined as a system-
wide effort but not in terms of courses or instructional programs. 
3 . Vocat ional education concerns itself almost entirely with the 
world of paid employment. Career education is concerned about 
both paid and unpaid work. 
4. Vocational education as an instructional program is taught by 
pe r sons called "vocational educators . 11 Career education, as a 
system- wide effort, is taught a thread i ng/weaving process, by al 1 
educa t ors. 
5. Voca ti onal education concentrates its efforts on specific 
voca t ional skills. Career education seeks to add an emphas i s on 
the importance of general career skills ga i ned t hroug h t he 
so- ca l led " academic disciplines." 
Voca t ional ed ucation and career education represent two d istinctly 
di f ferent th rusts toward the attainment of the goal of education in prepar-
ation fo r wo rk . This is no way means that vocational educators, like a ll 
other educato r s, are not actually engaged in career education.4 
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H. The Career Development Model 
The concept of career education was made a national priority in 1970 
and the sta t es took up the task of initiating exemplary programs . As a 
f irst step, the following definition was used to guide the local school 
systems . 
Career education is a sequence of planned educational 
activities designed to develop positive student 
attitudes, values, knowledges, and skills toward self 
and the world of work that will contribute to personal 
fulfillment in present and future life opportunities, 
as we] 1 as economic independence. Career education, 
when :ncorporated into existing curriculum, has as its 
goal the creation of positive career objectives through 
the involvement of community resources and educational 
agencies.S 
The above definition emphasizes three important educational functions. 
1. It redirects the educational process from one being strongly 
dominated by the teacher and subject matter to one oriented to 
students and their needs and interests. 
2. It recognizes that the self-actualization process and under-
standing of and preparation for the world of work are the two 
fundamental concepts upon which career education is based. 
3. The definition emphasizes that the career development process 
is a function of the total curriculum in the school and that 
the involvement of community resources is necessary to the 
development of career objectives on the part of each student. 
Based on the definition, a model for career development was produced 
for Iowa schools showing the relationship of the concepts to the basic 
curr1culum . The model evolves around two basic concepts--that of self and 
that of the world of work. (See Appendix A for a depiction and explanation 
of the Iowa Career Development Model.) 
I. The Parameters of Occ~pational Preparatory Programming 
4 • 
There are two basic levels of programming in vocational education: 
exploratory and preparatory. Exploratory programming involves sequential 
activities providing exposure to a broad range of jobs in all maJor occu-
pat ional clusters and investigation of a single cluster or subcluster in 
greater depth. These programs provide opportunities through which the 
students become cognizant of personal attributes and develop understanding 
of and appreciation for self, the worker, and the world of work. Prepara-
tory programming includes instructional activities and experiences designed 
to provide opportunities for individuals to develop marketable competencies 
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and skills for entry or re-entry into an occupation or occupational cluster. 
These competencies may be called general employability skills and job specific 
skills. In addition, through both exploratory and preparatory programming, 
student must have the opportunity to acquire the four kinds of sktlls 
associated with success in the work place: 
1. Basic mathematical, communication, and social skills--basic 
intellectual skills that support career development. 
2. Life-survival skills--necessary for successful, independent 
living and of particular importance to the handicapped. 
3. Job-seeking skills--enables students to successfully locate a 
job and secure employment. 
4. Job-Maintaining skills--enable a work to successfully main-
tain employment. 
The following figure illustrates the parameters of vocational education 
with the inclusion of supportive skill development concepts associated with 
successful work and the career decision-making process into the needed basic 
work skills and work traits at the secondary level. 
Figure 2 
THE PARAMETERS OF OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATORY PROGRAMMING 
Basic Vocational 
Math/Communication 
Social Skflls 
Life Survival Skills 
Job Seeking Skills 
Job Maintaening 
Skills 
A PLANNED SEQUENCE OF LEARNING ACTIVlTIES 
Grade 9 through Career Decision Making Skills EMPLO Grade 12 To Develop ) ' Basic Work Skills 
Baste Work CharKtenatlcs 
YMENT 
These parameters will guide the local schools in program development 
and can serve as the guide for development of the annual local school appli-
cation for participation into the Vocational Education process (CE 100, 
Department of Public Instruction, Local School Annual Application). 
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The basis of these parameters rests upon the proposition that general 
employability skills and career decision-making skills are the main thrust 
or the transition mod~l. The learning activaties are conducted through the 
identification of student career development needs and the implementation of 
programs to meet those needs. 
Exploration skills necessarily involve a number of processes. The 
career decision-making process includes 1dentificat1on of career information, 
securing the information, formulating a career goal, testing that decision, 
and reassessment of the career goal. 
The self concept construct of the Iowa Career Development Model 
(Appendix A) makes provision for students to compare personal characteristics 
with the knowledge gained from the exploration of careers. Students then 
identify occupational areas that most closely agree with their self concept 
developmental pattern. In an effort to gain a sense of the world of work, 
students examine the world of work as it relates to the total 1 ife of indivi-
duals and groups. Students interpret the concept of work, recognize the 
reasons people work, and exhibit positive attitudes toward work. Gaining 
a sense of career maturity allows students to react and work in varied situ-
ations involving a variety of activities. 
The complete model of occupational preparation programming (Figure #2-
Page 8) is completed wit~ the explanation of the Basic Work Skills and Basic 
Work Characteristics and their relationship to general employability and job 
s pee i f i c ski 11 s . 
General employability skills are those skills, knowledge, abilities, and 
attitudes required to successfully seek, obtain, and retain satisfactory 
initial employment. Job Specific Skills consist of specific knowledge and 
proficiencies which are necessary for entry into and for success in a 
specific occupation. The parameters of occupational preparation programming 
culminate with the inclusion of job specific skills as basic work character-
istics into the secondary employability skills concept. 
SECONDARY GENERAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS6 
(Suggested Listing) 
BASIC WORK SKILLS 
(Cognitive Manipulative) 
Mechanical Aptitudes/Skills 
--Math Skills 
--
--
Reading Skills 
Communication Skills 
--Organizational Skills 
--Recordkeeping Skills 
--Measurement Skills 
--Typing Skil Is 
--Telephone Skills 
--Shorthand/Dictaphone Skills 
--Accounting Skills 
--Office Machines Skills 
--
___ Computer Operator Skills 
BASIC WORK CHARACTERISTICS 
(Affective Characteristics) 
Dependability 
---Ability to Work with Customers 
--Neatness 
--Honesty 
--Responsibility 
--Willingness to Work 
--Initiative 
---
__ Interest in Advancing 
Common Sense 
--Communicative Persona] Ski11s 
--
(See Appendix B) 
These SKills areas are developed through a planned sequence of learning 
activities conducted through the identification of student career development 
needs, the employment needs of the employers in the area to be served by 
secondary students and the implementation of training programs to meet those 
needs. 
Local program planning mu5t take into account a world of the future 
which will be different from the world today. The vocational educator 
can no longer assume that he has developed a program that provides to a 
student a 1 ifetime career by teaching the student to perform a specific set 
of skills. Curriculum directors must help define the common core of skills 
which focus on the coping behaviors that are needed to prepare the flexible, 
adaptive individual. 
Many local schools made provision for opportunities for student to 
acquire the total occupational preparation programming skills (presented 
in Figure hl) but preparatory programs serve only a small percentage of 
Iowa's students. Therefore, to equalize for all students opportunities to 
acquire these skills, attention mus t be concentrated on developing for al 1 
students local exploratory programming. Opportunities for students to acquire 
these occupational preparation programming skills must be built into local 
exploratory programs. Certainly, the preparatory functions of occupational 
preparation programs will need to be reviewed for inclusion of opportunities 
too, but immediate attention should be focused on the exploratory programs 
because of the re]ative large number of students to be served. 
Additionally, it should be realized that presently, from th e s tudents 
perspective, the secondary occupational curriculum looks 1 ike Figure #3. 
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This perceived view is problematic both for students and for educators. 
Studen~opting into one or the other boxes vary considerably in maturity and 
motivation. For example, occupational courses are thought of as preparation 
for employment in the general fields of business and industry. Hence, local 
courses such as typing, business law, and industrial arts are perceived to 
be 1 1 o c cup a t i on a 111 and a r e 1 i s ted i n rna n y s tude n t s c he d u 1 e s as s u c h . A 1 so , 
some students enroll in secondary educational programs for exploratory 
purposes (regaraless of the intent of the program--exploratory or preparatory) 
while others enrol 1 to prepare for a specific job after graduation. The key 
element is the maturity of the student and the nature of the task to be 
developed--career choice. The main thrust of exploratory programming is the 
development though more practical app1 ication of career deciston-making skills, 
• 
10 
solely for the purpose of .:crystal izing career goals for student selection 
~ 
of a ••preparatory" program. 
This diffi~ulty could be resolved by labeling all secondary vocational 
offerings under the umbrella of ••occupational Preparation Program.•• Oppor-
tunities for acquiring the general employability skills associated with 
successful transition from school to work should be structured into the 
program. Student variability in maturity and motivation would be accommo-
dated and the secondary vocational program unified and better articulated. 
Further discussion of these two strategies - (1) reconfiguring 
secondary vocational programming into a unified occupational preparation pro-
gram with general employability skills and (2) focusing general employability 
skills in the current exploratory program- is presented in Part I I of 
this source book. 
J. The Vocational Service Areas and Occupational Clusters 
Vocational education has traditionally been organized into the service 
areas of agriculture, distributive education, health, home economics, office 
occupations, and trade and industry. When the Department of Labor set about 
the task of classifying sone 30,000+ job titles in the Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles, however, all did not fit precisely into the six service 
areas. As a result, 15 career cluster areas were identified to encompass 
the world of work in its entirety. 
Career Cluster Areas 
1. Agriculture 9. Manufacturing 
2. Business and Office 10. Marketing and Distribution 
3. Communication and Media 11. Natural Resources and Environment 
4. Construction 12. Personal Services 
5. Fine Art~ and Humanitites 13. Product Services 
6. Health 14. Public and Protection Service 
]. Home Economics 15. Transportation 
8. Hospitality and Recreation 
Career clusters may be defined in terms of (a) career field which 
includes awareness, orientation, and exploration phases; and (b) career pre-
paration as related to actual education and training leading to employment. 
Simply stated, the cluster concept is an organizational approach which 
is directed toward the preparation of Individuals for entry into a family or 
cluster of occupations. Its basic premise is the development of individuals 
with job-entry capabilities for a number of related occupations rather than 
indepth preparation for a single occupation. Given the facts that most 
people will find it necessary to change occupations a number of times in their 
1 ifetime and that employers often prefer to provide very specific training 
themselves, the cluster approach is a valid one. 
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Concentration on manipulative skills should be made within a cluster 
or service area. The strength of the vocatjonal/technical teacher philosophy 
and programming has been developed upon the concept of motivation and skil 1 
development being 1 inked together within an occupational area. 
The Scope and Sequence Model of Career Development (Appendix A) states 
definite goals and outcomes. This is the basis of the programming model, 
the strategy for student career development needs. Career development 
needs can be structured with the addition of the elements of: 
1. programming emphasis; 
2. age and grade delineation; and 
3. suggested application (curriculum) modes. 
See Appendax A for the ful I model and an explanation of Iowa Career Develop-
ment Model. 
K. Vocational Education and Transferability 
A primary concern of education has been and continues to be whether the 
knowledge and sk.11s learned in school transfer to other situations. This 
is a particular concern in occupational oriented programs. The 11Transferable 
Career Skills•• describe a wide variety of skills used by most employers for 
job success. Transferable skills require the application of basic work skills 
that are not occupationally specific. Yet, once learned, these work skills 
can be transferred from one career to another. 
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education has listed 
intellectual, interpersonal, and attitudinal skills which encompass numerous 
specific skills. A few of the specific skil Js are communicating, problem 
solving, logical thinking, delegating, accepting supervision, responsibility, 
pride, rel 1abil ity, motivation, and self-actualization.? 
Probably as many people succeed or fail in a job because of these 
aspects of behavior than because of technical skills. It is important that 
vocational programs strive for mastery of skills and that they provide the 
opportunity to apply the skills in a variety of work-1 ive contexts. Clearly 
such programs are based on the assumption that there is a direct transfer of 
knowledge and skill from the educational program to the job situation. 
Career and vocational education seek to build employability skills 
while young people are still in school, thereby strengthening their opportunity 
for success in the world of work, whether paid or unpaid. In the words of 
Kenneth B. Hoyt, Director, Office of Career Education, 
" ... in the past, the goal of preparing students for work 
has been given insufficient emphasis. For whatever 
reasons, it seems that in the past American education 
decided, operationally, that there were better and more 
important things to do than emphasize preparation for work. 
As a result, we do not find that many who have completed 
the requirements of our educational institutions at every 
level--from high school through the university level--are 
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ment . 
ill equipped to find satisfying jobs and wnprepared to 
assume a productive role in our society."~ 
' 
Both labor statistics and human interest reports verify this state-
The Occupational Preparatory Model advocated on page 8 clearly points 
out thdt the basic work characteristic traits and work skills are the 
transferable skills for Occupational Preparation Programming. These, 
then, form the core of the secondary transitional model. 
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CHAPTER II - OPERATIONALIZING THE BASIC TRANSITION CONCEPTS 
There is a certain uniqueness that characterizes Iowa's school systems. 
Family/student relationships are close. Although career choice is not 
strictly a family matter, it appears to be more a matter of "family'' in rural 
areas than in urban. There exists a closer economic tie between patrons 
(and their taxes) and school offerings with high priority placed on the 
traditional values. In rural areas the school is at the center of the 
community soc·al structure. 
Education is a key part of the 1 ives of most Iowans as exempJ ified by 
the abundance of higher education in the state. There are 27 colleges and 
universities in Iowa. he state has a population density of 52.1 per square 
mile compared to the national average of 57.4 per square mile 9 
Families put a premium on postsecondary collegiate experience giving 
high priority to obtaining or at least striving for the baccalaureate degree. 
Vocational offerings, except for agriculture and homemaking, are rarities. 
For this reason, to state that vocational education suffers from ''low public 
esteem'' is debatable. The curriculum offerings are simply lacking. General 
education is the traditional vogue. 
There is an outmigration from Iowa, of youth, both trained and untrained, 
from the secondary schools. There are, undoubtedly, a number of reasons for 
this but the most notable seem to be lack of job opportunities in rural 
areas and a youthful desire to explore and try new horizons. 
In rural Iowa, the number of role models to study or emulate in making 
career choices is 1 imited. For instance, corporate attorneys, full-time 
firemen, and fashion merchandisers simply do not exist in most of rural Iowa. 
Students' career exploration occurs through movies, books, television, and 
computerized study such as Career Information System of Iowa (CISI). Hence, 
exploration ano career decision-making efforts are somewhat restricted. 
Having provided some generalizations about the context in which Iowa 
educators work, this section next describes some of the variables that will 
require attention as local administrators and boards design the transition 
concepts into local programs. Variables to be discussed are the rural school, 
the instructional program and delivery system, the student, and the parents. 
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A. The Rural School System 
The school system of Iowa consists of 447 districts with over half of 
them having a total K-12 enrollment of less than 750 students. ''Success" 
in the rural school translates into continued education. For many students, 
high school graduation does not signify the end of formal education. For 
example, in Area V, a recent survey shows 57.8 percent continuing their 
education while c statewide study found 50.82 percent in postsecondary 
education. Whether these numbers are important or not in terms of develop-
ing a diverse and equitable vocational/technical curriculum is not as signi-
ficant as the fact that the numbers do indicate a basic belief in the value 
of 
11 
h i g he r e d u c a t i on . " Even i f s t u den t s a r e not s u c c e s s f u 1 i n com p 1 e t i n g a 1 1 
four years, the value is operative. 10 
A rural school and community can be served by a vocational curriculum 
in these basic ways. Vocational education will provide an experience, 
both exploratory and preparatory, for those who graduate directly into the 
work force. It ~i 11 also provide the community with an opportunity to 
experience being a member of the 11working part" of the education system. 
In this way the community becomes a co-partner in the education of its youth 
and, as a result, realizes the benefits by growing (with its youth) in 
knowledge and e~perience. 
Vocational education reflects the pace of life of rural people. Much 
of the employment scene and available work opportunities tn an agriculture-
based economy are seasonal. For many students, opportunities abound in 
spring/summer planting and autumn harvest. That is the time not only for 
the actual agricultural field work experience but also for the work experi-
ence to students either at the exploratory level or the preparatory level. 
Jobs and vocational education are the center of the career decision-making 
process . A workable, seasonal vocational curriculum offering in a rural 
geographic area strengthen students' decisions about career choice 
B. Rural Youth of the 1980's and Transition Programming in the Local School 
Transitioning from school to work can be thought of as a process having 
three elements. First is the school with all of its variables and meanings. 
Next is the subject's perception of work and what it holds for him when he 
finally becomes a worker and, third, the youth him/herself as the object of 
education, the creator of labor, and ultimately a member of the work force. 
Figure #4, following, illustrates the interaction of these elements. 
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Youth in the 1980's, must complete these basic personal development 
tasks as part of their transition from school to work: 
1. achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of both 
sexes; 
2. achieving a masculine or feminine social role; 
3. accepting one's physique and using one's body effectively; 
4. desiring, accepting, and achieving socially responsible behavior; 
and 
5. achieving emotional independence from parents and other adults. 11 
To properly develop a transition model it is necessary to describe, in 
gene r a 1 t e rm s , r u r a 1 I ow a you t h . You t h i s i n a t i me o f be com i n g . I t i s 
easy to recognize contemporary views in something Aristotle said 23 centuries 
ago: 
"The young" he said, 11are passionate, irascible, and apt 
to be carried away by their impulses, especially sexual 
impulses, in regard to which they exercise no self 
restraint. They are changeful, too, and fickle in their 
desires which are transitory as they are vehement ... if 
the young commit a fault, it is always on the side of 
excess and exaggeration ... they carry everything too 
far, wh~ther it be their love or hatred or anything 
else . They regard themselves as omniscient ..... 12 
Although many societies do not recognize adolescence as a separate stage 
of development, youths' transition from childhood to adulthood is marked by 
seve ra 1 important changes and cha rae te r is tics. 
Youth in transition tend to be gregarious placang maJor importance on 
the peer group as the source of status. Acceptance and friendship are of 
primary concern but are taken together with a risk of becoming independent. 
They may be said to be altruistic with concern for others. At the 
same time there is a basic egocentrism or concern for self. 
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This time is one of ambivalence in that they have rejected the role of 
children but are not accepted as adults. Most adolescents are invoived in 
a search for identity and a desire to understand who they are. 
Another question that must be asked is one of vocational choice; a 
problem handled differently by boys and by girls, partly because of the 
different demands that society places on them. For both males and females 
the amount of education for many occupations seems to be increasing, thus 
prolonging the period of financial and emotional dependence on parents. 
When adolescence ends the individual is, hopefully, autonomous of 
parents, has established an identity, is gaining a commitment to work, is 
developing a personal moral value system, is capable of developing lasting 
relationships, and is better able to relate to parents as equals. 
Of great importance in the transition process are the psychological 
and social effects on youth of unemployment. These effects cannot be 
ignored in developing a successful transition from school to work. The 
effects of unemployment on a student•s 1 ife are critical in his/her devel-
opment process. Whether caused by economic downturns or advanced technology, 
unemployment effects the youngest workers because they are the anost expendable. 
Examination must be made of the implications of youth unemployment in a 
society which emphasizes individuality, achievement, competition, and 
material ism and yet is unable to provide work for many of its young adults. 
Generally speaking, young persons recently out of school and unable to 
find employment experience similar effects. At first they may experience 
a feeling of release and optimism. They feel relaxed and free with 1 ittle 
concern for long-term consequences. They are enjoying their leisure and 
are hopeful of finding employment. 
If the period is prolonged, inactivity becomes harder to cope with. 
The youth are exposed to pressure from parents and friends to get a job. 
At this state they begin to question their competence and self worth. ·N1ey 
are still job hunting but with less enthusiasm. After a few more months, 
a sense of despair or hopelessness takes over. They are no longer actively 
looking for employment. There are, of course, exceptions to th1s scenario 
but apparently a great number of negative feelings and thoughts accompany a 
prolonged period of youth unemployment. 
Basic to the transition process is making a career choice. Research 
tells us that this choice is most influenced by one•s financial responsibilities 
and perceived need for personal amenit1es as well as by the influence of 
family, friends, and communaty. 
The placement obtained by an individual appears to be related to the 
preparation and guidance provided as well as the opportunities available. 
It has been suggested that rural students appear to be especially handicapped 
in each of the areas. When compared to urban youth, rural youth are less 
likely to have had exploratory and preparatory vocational programs in 
high school. They also have fewer opportunities for post-high school 
occupational education. 
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Figure #5 below illustrates the relationship sequence between the 
human factors involved in career choice in terms of the categories of -
career development needs. 
Figure 5 
FACTOR RELATIONSHIPS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCING 
Factors 
Aspirations 
Decision-Making 
Family/Personal 
Economic Needs 
Goal Setting 
Expressed in 
Terms of 
Student Career 
Development Needs 
Career Decision-Making 
Skills 
Exploration Activities 
Preparation Programming 
Employment Placement 
The sequence of personal factors involve the following questions: 
1. Aspirations 
2. Decision-Making 
3. Family/Personal 
Economic Needs 
4. Goal Set~ing 
-What are my lifetime goals and objectives? 
What do I seek for myself? 
-What do my friends, family, and role models 
say to me? How serious do I regard their 
influence and suggestions? 
-What does my family need? How can I obtain 
money to provide for me and them? What 
financial resources do I have available? 
-What do I hope to accomplish with my assets, 
talents, aptitudes, attitudes, etc.? How 
can continued education help in the world of 
work? 
These personal factors and their attendant questions are expressed in 
the strata of career development needs. Aspirations materialize into those 
skills of problem solving and in the process of selecting a career goal. 
Decision-making factors become active factors in the exploratory experiences 
of the student in the school curriculum. Many students need to explore a 
variety of experiences, both the traditional and non-traditional and should 
concentrate with an indepth investigation in one occupational cluster or 
vocational service area. There is no substitute for exploratory experiences 
in the actual business and industry setting in terms of relevance of subject 
matter to explore the accompanying work environment. 
Finally, goal setting emerges into preparation programming whereby the 
student develops marketable general employability and job specific skills 
for job entry. 
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C. Parents as Partners in Decision Making -
In a rural society the family has an important role in the career 
decision-making process. That role is not only on the guidance but a 
financial one as well. If financial support is not forthcoming, continued 
education often is more difficult if not impossible. Likewise, a student 
may need to contribute to the family•s economic base as soon as possible. 
Hence, parents and their influence toward or away from continued education 
need to be studied. A parent survey is the most viable method of 
gathering the information. 
A key element to be included is the background of the parents in 
regard to education and socio-economic status. In addition, statements 
of opinion regarding all aspects of vocational education can be included 
as a test of how wei 1 the objectives of vocational programs are being met 
at a particular time. 
Parents may also estimate the chances of their young 1 iving in a 
certain area, engaging in a particular vocation, receiving an estimated 
income and ach1eving specific educational goals. In doing so, parents indi-
cate their expectations. Studies indicate that parental expectations are 
influential, especially for rural youth. 
D. Vocational Programming and Delivery Systems 
Vocational education 
in a variety of settings. 
some of these purposes: 
provides many different types of vocational programs 
Any one of the vocational programs addresses 
1. Support and strengthen the relationship of education to work. 
2. Equip ind1v1duals with marketable skills. 
3. Furnish individuals with information about the nature of work 
and work opportunities today and in the future. 
4. Provide equitable opportunities for all persons to succeed. 
5. Help people develop and apply decision-making skil Is. 
6. Assist people in mastering the basic 1 iteracy skills required 
for employment. 
7. Develop people's organizational leadership skills. 
8. Promote and support the values of free enterprise in a demo-
cratic society. 
Each secondary school system in Iowa desiring to participate in approved 
vocational programming must file a local facilities agreement (CE-100) with 
the Vocational Career Education Division of the Department of Public 
Instruction. Of great significance in this document is the section regarding 
student career development needs. With the above purposes in mind, the 
following student needs are apparent: 
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1. Basic comn1untcation and computational skills as a prerequisite 
for employmenL success. -
2 . Knowledge of a range of occupational opportunties and how the 
general education curriculum relates to these. 
3. Understanding of one's personal interests and aptitudes and 
how they relate to occupational opportunties. 
4. Understanding of, and attitudes conducive to, proper behavior 
on the iob. 
s. Knowledge regarding opportunities for furthering one's 
ment; that is, an ability to obtain information on job 
and educat;on and training opportunties. 
Occupation-specific skills. 13 
develop-
• opentngs 
6. 
Many of these skills and knowledge can be developed in grades 9-12 as 
part of other aspects of the vocational curriculum. For instance, knowledge 
of occupations may be taught in an English class using a career education 
approach. 
Vocational program content provided by each district is determined by 
local education authorities (the boards, administration and staff designing 
curriculum). Delivery systems vary but include: 
1 . Comprehensive high school with some vocational programming but 
also an emphasis on academic subjects. 
2. District vocational center where students from several schools 
receive vocational instruction part of each day--general sub-
jects and activities are provided at the home school. 
3. Comprehe,sive vocational/technical high school with primary 
emphasis on vocational instruction including related general 
subjects. 
4. Jointly-administered program centers with two or more districts 
coopernting to provide vocational instruction each day. General 
subjects and activities are provided at the home school. 
Given these delivery systems, it would appear that a reasonable diver-
sity of vocational programs can be provided in a cost effective manner for 
secondary students in every school district in the state. 
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CHAPTER III - LINKAGES NECES~ARY FOR A TRUE TRANSITION 
In contempora1y society, it is unrealistic to expect any one institu-
tion to provide ~11 the opportunities necessary for youth to transition 
successfully to adulthood. Yet society relies very heavily on the secondary 
sc11ools to do just that. Traditional Jy, schools have emphasized the acqui-
sition of cognitive skills and knowledge. These things are vital to growing 
up but youth also need places to experience and practice their skills. 
Schools, in cooperation with other agencies, must become active institutions, 
providing community-based learning experiences. 
A. Issues and Problems for Transition in Rural Iowa 
Residents of rural areas experience many economic and social problems 
which impact on the qualit y of their lives. Vocational education has a 
role to play in helping rural areas overcome their social and economic 
difficulties. Linkages or liaison s between education and the community 
may be of help in this effort but first some issues and problems must be 
addressed. 
The low population density found in rural areas of ten means that rural 
schools with 1 imited curriculum offerings have difficulty providing a wide 
range of vocational programs for students. Many school districts, in an 
effort to provide wider bases of experience in vocational education, have 
found it necessary to provide transportation to learning centers and community 
job sites. Those circumstances create concerns in terms of time and distance 
involved as weli as expense. In addition, students in rural areas are very 
peer-oriented, resulting in reluctance to leave school for a community-
based job experience. 
W1th the narrrow range of jobs available in rural setting, the job 
roles for study in the career exploration phase or training are, in many 
cases, in unskilled-service area occupations that do not meet the needs of 
all youth. Accompanying that lack of job variety, students must out-migrate 
to find suitable employment. The problem, then, becomes one of matching 
a secondary school exploratory experience or training experience with 
eventual job needs of first employment. Parents may not want to have 
their youth trained for out-migration job placement but it is a reality. 
Obviously, financial matters are also an issue in providing the 
necessary transition. Given the comparatively large salaries that business 
and Industry are willing to provide, attracting competent vocational 
instructors into educational systems in rural areas and holding them is a 
major concern. School financ1al constraints implicated by declining 
enrollment force community/business/industry 1 inkages. The tax base and 
inflationary factor means that the school cannot adequately maintain a 
wide variety of the program offerings. 
All of these issues or problems point out that the 1 inkages of education 
through collaborative efforts with the community/business/industry base is 
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a must. In many cases, it is the only immediate solution to the severe 
educational dilemma of providing adequate vocational programming to meet 
the needs of stuJents . Linkage, even if minimal, is better than nothing. 
B. The Collaboration Effort in the Transition Process 
The term ''career education" implies the need for action and for input 
into local educational policy from noneducators as well as educators in 
implementing the career education thrust in the local school. Collaboration 
suggests total community (citizenry, business, labor, public agencies, 
private agencies) involvement. It requires formal mechanisms by which 
people plan and act together to complement and support educational endeavors. 
The basic assumptions of the collaboration concept include: 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
6. 
Education is more than schooling. Many opportunities to 
learn are outside the classrooms. 
It is inefficient to attempt to incorporate all community 
learning resources within the formal system of learning. 
The educational needs of students are broader than what 
the formal school system offers. Collaboration is the 
answer. 
The prime concern is meeting the learners needs--not who 
gets credit for meeting those needs. 
Learners profit most if community learning is coordinated 
throuah collaborative efforts . 
... 
The comrnon concern is motivatin1 the student not competing 
for the same learning schedule. 4 
The process of collaboration may be applied to any educational problem 
in which the broader community shares with the school system common concerns, 
expertise, and resources. The source for identifying educational problem 
areas is a process of community and school working together rather than 
education presenting problems to the community. Preparing youth for work is 
particularly appropriate for the initial collaborative efforts. 
Students who have been exposed to a collaborative career education 
effort can be expected to have an increased motivation to continue learning, 
a better understanding of the relationship between academics and work, and an 
appreciation of the interdependence of occupations. Improved ability to 
communicate effectively with adult workers as well as an enhanced self-concept 
in terms of relAase, responsibility and acceptance by adult and peer groups 
follow such efforts. Better attitudes toward work as a valued part of 
society and to the community as coprovider of education are fostered. These 
benefits amount, basically, to an increased realism regarding the occupational 
society and an increased real ism regarding the occupational society and an 
increased motivation to prepare for and actively participate in it. The 
basic contention is that the quality of such benefits can be greatly improved 
through the collaborative effort. 
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Col laborat!ve communication and coordination between educational 
institutions may lead to sharing of equipment and staff. An increased 
number of vocational ofrerings might be available while avotding program 
duplication. The educational institutions can respond to community and 
employer training needs thereby facilitating employment and placement. 
Assisting the transition of students from secondary school to post-secondary 
school expectation promotes economic development. 
The~e is, of course, no guarantee that any of these benefits will come 
about. Realization of them depends upon the extent to which educators 
and other community members are willing to devote themselves to the effort. 
If a succ~ssful career education collaborative effort is to take place, 
there are some potential barriers to overcome. The purpose and mission 
of collaboration at the present time are unclear as are the roles and 
expectations of those involved. There exists, as a result of the basic 
system, competitive and vested interests and a fear for the loss of organi-
zational identity. Up to now, the field has been dominated by stronger, more 
powerful agencies than the local community. If the aforementioned barriers 
are to be surmounted, adequate leadership and sufficient time commitments 
must be found. 
Implementing a collaboration effort to deal with the transition process 
involves having all those involved deal with a number of basic questions: 
1. What should students know about the free enterprise system and 
the organized labor movement in the United States? How do 
students apply for and actually obtain employment? 
2. What personnel and physical resouces exist in the community for 
use in career education and how can educators contact and utilize 
them? 
3. Under ti'Jha t 
provided? 
student 0r 
the two? 
circumstances should student work experiences be 
Should the experience be one of exploration for the 
productivity for the employer? Or a combination of 
4. Who is to evaluate resource persons from the community who come 
into the classrooms and field trip experiences? To whom should 
these evaluations be reported? 
Questions such as these demand joint participation from the community/ 
business/industry base as wel 1 as from educators. Col Jaboration is the answer 
proposed by career education. 15 
1. The Basic Elements in a Collaboration Model. For the collaborative 
effort to succeed there must be a clearly defined mission or purpose which 
is mutually agreed upon by the participants. That mission needs to be 
highly focused. Active involvement of participants in the estab1 1shment of 
goal objectives and activities is essential. Clearly defined procedures and 
definitions of (he roles members are to play are necessiti~s. Participants 
must fee1 that collaboration is their enterprise; not someone else•s way of 
gathering them around a private or hidden agenda. There must be, ear1y 
on, a disucssion and resolution of competition, vested interests, and turf 
• 1ssues. 
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In any community there are leaders whose investment in a given enter-· 
prise provides additional assurance of likely success. Their interest 
should be enlisted . While a core group of individuals may be responsible 
for organizing the collaboration and nurturing it through the development 
stages, it is important that the success of the collaboration not be dependent 
on one or two individuals. 
Staff support is essential to the success of the collaboration espe-
cially during the developmental stages. Those services can be loaned, 
volunteer or paid; full or part time. 
Agencies and organizations are different and should 
boration is not a process of making all agencies alike. 
than focusing on the differences between agencies, it is 
for the collaboration to attend to the common goal which 
together. 
remain so. Colla-
However, rather 
more desirable: 
brings the agencies 
All the guidelines just mentioned demand commitments of time from all 
involved. Time is perhaps the most obvious cost of developing collaboration. 
2. Characteristics of Collaboration. How a collaboration will 
function or what it will mean to a community is something that will only 
be discovered along the way. Nevertheless, an effective collaboration does 
have particular characteristics. Each of those 1 isted below, represents 
an attainable goal for local communities and educatGrs. 16 
A working collaboration of private, voluntary agencies: 
• is legitimatized by the formal action of the boards of 
participating agencies and by regular participation in the 
decision-making process by high-level agency representatives 
and youth; 
• has an established structure; 
• involves the widest possible range of local, voluntary community 
agencies with an interest in the issues around which the 
collaboration has decided to focus its efforts; 
• has provided supportive training for effective, sustained youth 
participation in all the planning and governing processes; 
• has mutually defined and accepted goals and objectives, an action 
plan, procedures for continuing skil Is and procedures for 
influencing community attitudes; 
• has established 1 inkages with appropriate public agencies and 
e lected officials; 
• has a realistic plan for assuring fiscal support of collaborative 
mechanisms; and 
• will continue to provide a vehicle for holistic planning, 
community service coordination, skills development, and public 
education. 
A collabora~ion model has been developed in merged Area V of Iowa 
Central Community College. The model includes interaction from the 
following groups: 
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• Educatior. Agencies 
- Area Education Agency 
-Vocational Rehabilitation 
- CETA 
• Community Service Groups 
- Kiwani s 
- Rotary 
- Lions 
- Sertcma 
- Arne r i can Legion 
• Social Service Groups 
- Department of Social Science 
- Job ~ervice of Iowa 
• Community Business Groups 
- Chamber of Commerce 
- Commercial Clubs 
-Council of Business and 
Professional Women 
• Youth Group 
- 4-H 
- G i r 1 Scouts 
- Boy Scouts 
- YWCA 
- YMCA 
The key in this collaborative effort is communication--communication 
with a purpose--supporting the education of youth and adults in the 
transition from school to work. See Figure 6, page 26.17 
' The collaboration model is structured around the county geographic 
area . The community college (Iowa Central Community College) serves nine 
counties (Area V) in north central Iowa. Each town and rural area located 
within the county is polled by school leaders to locate lay leaders of the 
above-mentioned groups. These persons would attend the collaborative 
• meet 1ngs. 
A collaborative system of support for education must be structured 
a round a plan of action that includes product(s) as the commitment to the 
collaborative system. Without some type of product, support will not last . 
The basic wo r k plan is: 
a. secure collaboration support membership list, 
b. elect/se l ect lay leaders, and 
c. present work plan at the initial strategy meeting. 
An outline of the guide] ine for a work plan for such a co ll aborat ion 
system or modei follows. 
COMMUNITY GUIDE TO COLLABORATION MODEL 
(Work Plan) 
Explain Transition 
-What ~s it? (Describe youth today) 
- Why the focus on transition? 
Explain Collaboration 
- (What it is; why it is important; who does it involve; how it 
is accomp 1 i shed) 
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Figure 6 
REG IONAL COMMUNICATION AND PLANN ING MODEL FOR AREA V 
r 
I A.i~a Planning Council A~eo. Vocational 
Planning Council 
1-- --- ----1· Area Vocational j Advisory Committee Pro}C3ct Staff 
t 
-I Su;e~s ~f Vocational 
Programming 
(sh:dents, curricula, staff) 
Regional 
Newslet ter 
.------
·---
Communication 
Component 
Regiona ~l 
Meetings 
Planning Component 
Regional 
Public Relations 
Material 
I 
Surveys of Business 
and Industry 
Surveys of Local 
School Structure 
Surveys of Community 
Collaboration 
for Manpower Needs 
Explain the A-ea Vocational Planning Council 
Secure Community Information- Product could be a yellow pages type 
county resource guide (community survey). 
Explain the Contents of a Collaborative Folder as a Communication 
Vehicle. 
Study Results and Develop Input to Various Groups 
Level of Service to All as a Continuation Activity 
A community or county survey must be taken before such action is 
taken (see Appendix 0 for sample). Obviously, the needs must be known 
before they ca~ be addressed. The collaborative committee may appoint 
a subcommittee to guide and plan the survey. 
From the survey, for example, may come a service grid of agencies for the 
a rea ( see Append i x E ) , a 11 y e 1 1 ow pages • • o f c a r e e r s i t e s f o r s c h oo 1 pa r t i c i -
pation and explorat1on, a listing of speakers and special supportive services, 
and a directory of retired persons with expertise in assisting youth learning 
projects. 
C. The Community/Business/Industry Base 
1. The Rdtionale for Community Participation in the Transition Process. 
Due to the requirements of the future world of work, even if a 1 iberal 
vocational education is provided, later retraining or updating wi 11 be 
necessary. Schools are not able to provide their students with everything 
they need for 1 ife. In adolescence the problem of identification is very 
important as is the fact that young people, with wider available opportunities, 
are ready to be active members of society and to count for something. 
Charles S. ~ichols, Sr . writes, 11A number of assumptions must be 
made in order to develop alternatives for creating or saving jobs through 
vocational education: 
• Vocational education has little capacity for direct job creation. 
Its influence on job demand can be felt only as it interacts 
with individuals or groups who have the opportunity to create jobs. 
• There are basically only two kinds of jobs: self-employment 
and working for someone else. 
• For job creation efforts to have a lasting positive effect on the 
economic$ of the nation, the job creation efforts must be con-
centrated in the private sector. 
• Vocational education must dare to be different. There must 
be inno~ation programs that test the ability of vocational 
education to interact with the problem of matching resources 
and people. 
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• For both immediate and long-term effects on the problem of job 
creation, vocational education must zero in on the populations 
that huve the potential capacity to increase business activity 
and consequently create jobs. 18 
Research conducted by the Occupational Adaptability and Transferable 
Skills Prograna has 1 inked deficaenc&es in the transfer of basic skills 
and the failure to acquire occupationally adaptive competencies to the 
problems involved in job getting and keeping. Transfer skills or the 
ability to apply learned skills to the performance of tasks in daily 
1 ife or employment are very important to the transition process. 19 
Many critics of vocational education suggest changes which should not 
be made. We should not remove all vocational education from the secondary 
schools or trarasfer all vocationa1 education from school to employers. 
To do so would ~rohibit opportunities for career exploration and the amount 
of general educction. We should not fund only those programs for which 
there are immediate job vacancies. Nor should programs be judged as if 
they could or should enrol 1 students on a quota basis of sex, race, or 
ethnicity. The choice of occupation should not be legislated. 
However, a significant number of young people, particularly disadvan-
taged minority youth and those from the inner cities and rural areas, 
have difficulty making the transition from school to work. For rural 
youth, the major employment obstacles are the absence of local education 
and training age~cies, insufficient number of area jobs and lack of trans-
portation to get to where the avai Jable jobs exist. 
Youth education and employability, although the focus of this paper, 
cannot be viewed in isolation from the larger i s sues. Nor can youth unem-
ployment be ef~ectively addressed without consideration of the mosaic of 
problems in which young people are immersed and over which they have little 
control . 
There is growing concern that America's youth may not be developing 
a 11work ethic'' as was apparent in older generations. It appears that the 
meaning, value, and nature of work will continue to change along with society. 
Problems will arise as students make the transition from school to work 
but educators, in collaboration with community/business/industry can 
facilitate that transition. To do so programs need to be organized around 
a broad base using the facilities and equipment of employers. 
2. Relatlonshi of Communit /Business/lndustr to the Transition 
Process . The key to community/business/industry C/B/1 1 inkage in the 
transition process is the relationship of what is to be learned and the 
structure of the environment that is to accommodate that learning. Planning 
for C/B/1 learning must precede the incorporation of C/B/1 into the curriculum 
offerings of the school. The planning must be based on the following three 
major principles that relate to the organization of curriculum. 
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Continuity pertains to the need for repetition of significant concepts 
throughout a co~rse of study to insure that the student understands and 
assimilates the concepts. The principle of sequence refers to the pro-
gression of learning experience in order that the student may develop a 
broader and deeper understanding of more complex and abstract ideas. 
Integration involves the development of unity among learning experiences . 
In other words, for the C/B/1 resources to become the operating 
curriculum, the planning and structuring of resources must follow the basic 
constructs of curriculum planning. A structured curriculum offering could 
include elements of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Data-People-
Things,. These elements can be identified in producing a training plan 
(sequence of skills to be mastered) and a job specific site guide (person-
nel to teach) and data to be assimilated and things to be mastered (work 
situations and activities) considering the personal aptitudes of the student. 
Planning must be based on a structure that does not lend itself to one 
type of community business or industry but rather than can be applied to all 
C/B/1 bases. 
A comprehensive analysis must be developed if the C/B/1 base is to 
play its important role in the transition process. Because job analysis 
identifies worker requirements for certain groups of jobs, career education 
emphasis could be structured in courses to teach students the abi 1 ities 
which are relevant to their career interests. Employers could use the 
information to facilitate manpower transfer and retraining processes. 
The best example of work-oriented classification is found in the 
third edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. A system of 
functional job analysis was developed by Sidney A. Fine and built around 
the concept that jobs could be described by their level of involvement 
with data, people, and things.20 A job 1 s relationship to these can be 
expressed in terms of the highest level in each 1 ist with which the worker 
must deal. These functions taken together, indicate the level at which 
he must perform. Only those relationships which are specific in terms of 
the requirements of the job are reflected. 
3. The Advisory Council and the Transition Process. Iowa legislation 
of 1976 for vocational education makes provision for advisory committees.2l 
In Public Law 94-1}82 Section 106: 
'~g) (1) Each eligible recipient receiving assistance under this Act 
to operate vocational education programs ~hall establish a local 
advisory council to provide such agency with advice on current job 
needs and on the relevancy of courses being offered by such agency in 
meeting such needs. Such local advisory councils shall be composed 
of members of the general public, especially of representatives of 
business, industry and labor; and such local advisory councils may be 
established for program areas, schools, communities, or regions, 
whichever the recipient determines best to meet the needs of that 
rec i pi en t . '' 
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This requtres, for the first time, that local school districts have 
local advisory committees in order to remain eligible for federal and state 
funds available for vocational education. 
The advisory committee or council concept has been developed in an 
effort to assist all vocationdl educators to reach the ultimate goal of 
vocational education, to place its graduates 1n useful, gainful, and 
meaningful employment situations upon graduation from a program of voca-
tional stud1es. Advisory committees aid in the instructional process. 
They help to involve other people to make the job easier for the educator 
and to enhance relevancy for students. Educators using the advisory 
committee are really helping themselves. 
Vocational programs gain community acceptance by public relations and 
awareness, so the advisory committee also serves another function. The 
advisory committee assists vocational educators in carrying the success 
message of the p;ograms to the business and industry community on a 
continuing, rather than on a sporadic basis, as when support is needed 
for bond issues, etc. 
The advisory committee•s functions and activities may be viewed from 
the perspective of what segment of the model they serve. To assist 
educators, the committee may review course content for relevancy and 
examine equipment in terms of adequacy. They may update teacher know-
ledge by provid:ng experiences in the working world and keeping them 
advised of occ~pational changes. Of course, the committee•s availability 
as consultants i~ valuable. 
Students gain from cooperative work experiences, placement services, 
and support of student contests, prizes, or scholarshtps that the 
collaboration is able to provide. 
Advisory comm;ttees can assist the community and school through objec-
tive evaluat·ons and recommendations, as well as identifying business/ 
industry needs. Committee members may contribute to better communication 
in all realms of the community. 
Advisory co~mittees support administrators by providing objective, 
periodic evaluation of all programs with recommendations presented to the 
proper people. They may help turn possible criticism into constructive 
advice. 
A model procedure for establishing an advisory committee as part of 
vocational programming includes the following activities: 
a. Investigate history of advisory committees in the department. 
b. Determine purpose/function of the committee. 
c. Determine criteria for member selection. 
d. Investigate sources for potential members. 
e. Send invitational letter. 
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f. Send official appointment letter. 
g. Pr~pare and follow-up for meetings. 
h. Prepare for first meeting. 
i. Determine roles of committee members. 
j. Plan for recognition of committee contributions. 
k. Evaluate and terminate the committee. 
1. Plan steps checklist. 
The transition of youth to adulthood is difficult even in the best of 
times but this is the worst of time for significant members of American 
youth. Many of the traditional institutions that assist youth in adulthood 
are changing, cutting back, and even collapsing. Beleagured school systems 
are attacked fro~ all sides--by students, parents, and employers--for their 
failure to ceach marketable skills to the young. No longer can society 
rely exclusively on schools to carry out a task that is clearly a function 
of both the school and the community. 
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DEVELOPING AND ADMINISTRATING THE TRANSITION PROCESS: PART I I 
CHAPTER IV - PLANNING FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A 
LOCAL TRANSITION PROCESS 
A. Planning - An Overview 
Planning is the principle factor which underlies all efforts of 
accountability in education--especially vocational education and the 
transition process. The mutual needs of individuals, communities, dnd 
industries can be met through a comprehensive planning system for voca-
tional educatior.. The success of that planning depends upon the extent 
to which al 1 segments are involved. It is necessary that knowledgeable 
people be called upon for recommendations. Without careful, informed 
planning, educators cannot provide quality programs for the people of 
their community. 
For clarity in this discussion, planning is defined as the process of 
providing the rationale for decisions which require allocation of 
resources among competing objectives. Planning includes, in the broadest 
sense, those activities that contribute to decision-making about the 
future direction of vocational education as part of the transition from 
school to work. Planning is more than identifying changes that should be 
made. It is required, also, to maintain existing programs as they are, 
i.e., to prevent undesirable change. Community/business/industry contri-
butions to the planning process help local school administrators know 
what changes, if any, are needed to provide relevant education for students. 
To be effective, the planning process must provide answers to the 
following questions: 
1. Where are we now and where do we want to be five years from now? 
• All planning begins by identifying the discrepancy between 
where you are now and where you would 1 ike to be in the future. 
Most organizations work on five-year planntng cycles. 
2. What programs are needed? 
• In this analysis the current situation is compared with the 
targeted goal and short-range, intermediate, and long-range 
program descriptions are established. Specific problems, as 
well as trends, are taken into consideration when making 
projections. 
3. What resources are available? 
• Planning must consider people, facilities, equipment, and 
supplies that are usable whether or not they are presently 
be; n g uti 1 i zed. 
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4. How mucr. time is needed? 
• Realistic timelines need to be established for each program. 
This calls for negotiated compromise to bridge the gap 
between the ideal and the feasible. 
5. What constitutes "success 11 in implementing and conducting var1ous 
programs? 
• Enrollment numbers and sites may be part of the judgement 
but other factors such as eventual employment success 
should also be considered. 
6. What should be done with the planning results? 
• The planning process should result in the definition of 
short-range, intermediate, and long-range goals and 
consequences. 
B. Support for Planning- The Area Vocational Planning Council (AVPC) 
There is a long tradition of involvement of local advisory groups in 
planning vocational programming development. With the creation of the 
Area Vocational Planning Council (AVPC) and the DPI Plan for Evaluation 
of Vocational Education, the advisory committee has assumed a new and 
important role.* Success in planning and evaluation of vocational educa-
tion at both the secondary and post-secondary levels partially depends 
upon properly functioning advisory councils and committees. Regardless 
of the type or size, the planning committee provides a 1 ink between the 
school and the com~unity that will assist the school in maintain1ng and 
improving desirable vocational or technical education programs. 
The purpose of the AVPC is to offer advice, suggestions, and recom-
mendations which: 
1 . Assist in annual and long-range vocational program planning 
for the local school. 
2. Advise the local education agency on current job needs and 
the relevancy of existing vocational programs to meet these 
needs. 
3. Provide a channel of communication among the school, community, 
and business/industry. 
*Each MAS/AEA district has an AVPC or will have an AVPC established 
by 1984. See Ap~endix F for brief description and explanation of AVPC. 
The AVPC is a regional council formed to improve the delivery and equity 
of vocational education to the secondary schools of Iowa. The AVPC funct1on 
is to provide a support base to local schools in delivering the planning 
mechanism. 
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4. Assist with evaluating the instructional programs. 
5. Promote vocational education in the local community. 
6. Assist in conducting surveys to help determine program needs . 
7. Assist i~ p lanning student placement and follow-up act ivities. 
C. A Pl anning t1odel for Local Schools 
An AVPC wil 1 require a planning 11model 11 or process to help them develop 
the information required to answer the questions presented at the beginning 
of this chapter. The Planning Model for Local Schools which follows gives 
direction to the local AVPC planning for the transition process. The model 
presents a five-step approach. (See Figure 7 below.) 
Step I 
Step I I 
Step I I I 
Step IV 
Step V 
-Consolidating the information 
- A11alyzing the information. 
- 'dentifying programming systems and their effectiveness . 
-Prioritizing desirable outcomes. 
- Developing a program of work for each priority 
Figure 7 
LOCAL PLAN PROCESS OVERVIEW 
I STEP I - Student Needs 
Student Interests 
Labor Mcrket Demands 
Resource Availability 
Program Evaluation 
Producing the 
Data Base 
ANALYZING INFORMATION 
l STEP II-
STEP Ill- IDENTIFICATION OF PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS 
l~en ifymg 
Satisfactory 
Program 
AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS 
Identify 
Program 
Needing 
Attention • 
Terminate 
SPECIFYI G ACTIVITIES AND 
SERVICES NEEDING ATTENTION 
• Enrollment 
• Develop 
Now 
Program 
• Administration 
• FS~cilitlas and Equipment 
~ Advisory Committee 
(Recruitment and Selection) 
• Public Relations 
• Counseling Placement and Followup 
• Curriculum end lns1ructlon 
• Student Organization 
• Institutional Goals and Activities 
• Faculty Development 
• STEP IV - PRIORITIZING DESIRABLE OUTCOMES 
l 
STEP V - DEVELOP A PROGRAM OF WORK FOR EACH PRIORITY 
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Step I -Building the Data Base 
Local planning begins with the development of a data base. The data 
base provides an objective picture of the current state of vocational 
education in the school district and a rational basis for projecting its 
future . Steps involved in the development of the data base (more commonly 
referred to as 11 needs assessment 11 ) include~ 
1. Assessing localized information; 
2. Validating national, state, and regional local trends; 
3. Establishing contact with the community; 
4. Testing one's judgement; and 
5. Documenting and justifying decisions. 
In developing the data base, there are four local groups who should 
provide input: students, parents, the community, and business and 
industry. This input is best secured as part of the local schools annual 
or semi-annual needs assessment. Data gathering instruments used to 
secure this input should focus on occupational preparation programming. 
Sample forms are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The Student Survey Form, Appendix G, includes data that wil 1 enable 
the school distr:ct to determine: 
1. Counseling needs of students in terms of Career Decision-
Making Skills. 
2. Career objectives for both male and female in terms of Basic 
Work Skills and Work Traits. 
3. Vocational Programs that students desire and that also meet local 
labor market needs. 
Careful analysis and interpretation of the data generated by this form 
should identify aiscrepancies between what students say they need and what 
students actually do following graduation. 
A Follow-Up Survey, Appendix H, for former graduates and drop-outs 
helps determine: 
1. Adequacy of high school programs in relation to the present 
• • s1tuataon. 
2. Degree vf satisfaction with present employment. 
3. Level of post-secondary education. 
4. Additional training needed for present employment. 
5. High school courses most helpful since leaving high school. 
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Appendix I presents a Parents Survey which is used to ascertain 
perceptions of the parents' basic values. The more involved the parent 
is in planning educational programs, the more 1 ikely they will be to 
support those programs. Parents, as partners in the decision-making 
process, provide valuable information. 
The purpose ~f the Business and Industry Survey, Appendix J, is to 
help determine what role the local school district has in preparing 
future citizens for gainful employment. The survey indicates current 
and projected employment needs, basic work skills and work traits, basic 
education needs, areas where trained personnel are scarce, and willing-
ness to serve in a training or advisory capacity. 
Local school inventories are administered to ascertain what is 
available in terms of programs and courses, staff, materials, equipment, 
and enrollment. As the planning process proceeds, information developed 
from the inventories will be essential. 
In addition to this data, the local planning model suggests gather-
ing iPformation from CENIS* and from other statewide sources of informa-
tion on labor supply and demand. Local school and community college 
placement reports can also be helpful in this regard. Also, information 
on the local community's high-technology needs and capabilities should 
be developed. 
Step I I - Analyzing Information 
To be useful, the information obtained from the surveys must be 
tabulated and assembled into some meaningful form so that the decision 
makers will be ~ble to plan vocational education programs. The informa-
tion obtained shculd not be viewed as criticism but as the rational basis 
decision makers use to plan programs of vocational education which better 
serve the needs of the local patrons. 
Step I I I - Identification of Programming Systems 
The purpose of this step is to ascertain the effectiveness of exist-
ing programs in providing those skills necessary for graduation. Each 
program should be analyzed from both the students' and the teachers' 
viewpoints. Decisions must be made 1n terms of the programs meet1ng the 
goals . 
*CENIS - Career Education Needs Information System of Iowa under 
the direction of the Department of Public Instruction in cooperation w1th 
Iowa Department of Job Service and Iowa Development Commission. The 
system is a four-faceted data gathering and reporting system on (1) labor 
demands, (2) labor supply, (3) students' interests and (4) student outcomes 
(followup). 
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Step IV- Establishing Priorities 
The next step in the planning process is to establish priorities to 
resolve the identified problems and attain the desired goals . All prob-
lems wi 11 not be resolved nor all goals reached at once. The data must 
be examined and decisions made with regard to which need immediate atten-
tion and which can wait. 
Step V - Programs of Work • 
For each p~iority listed in Step IV a Work Plan with proper documenta-
tion needs to be developed. Staffing needs, enrollment shifts, coopera-
tive possibilities, building needs, and fiscal resources all play a very 
important part in the development of a program of work. 
D. Coordination of Local Plan with Area Vocational Planning Council (AVPC) 
This approach to the development of a transition model for rural Iowa 
is founded upon the work of the AVPC (see Appendix F). Regionalized 
planning makes it mandatory that local schools coordinate the,r planning 
efforts with the development and implementation of the AVPC concept. 
The sequential development of the AVPC is described in the chart on 
t h e f o 1 1 ow i n g page . ( F i g u r e 8) 
The AVPC and the local plan need to be coordinated in order to achieve 
maximum effectiveness of program development and operation. 
The fully extended model (see page39) shows the coordination between 
the locdl planning model and the AVPC developmental process. 
Each step of the local planning model becomes part of the AVPC 
developmental process. For example, the data base developed by each local 
school becomes part of the data base for the AVPC to determine what level 
of programming !s required to meet student needs. Such work must be coor-
dinated with local school programming efforts. 
The mechanism for addressing the plan is the key item in the AVPC 
developmental process. The collaborative community plan (see explanation 
and model on pages 25 and 26) provides the model for the development of the 
community and regional support base necessary for the delivery of improved 
vocational education. 
The AVPC operating process, quarterly meetings, communication process 
and system, and area committee member representation, ties together the 
AVPC with local planning efforts. 
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Figure 8 
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These steps are based upon the Area Vocational Planning Council 
guidelines, Appendix E, in the Vocational Task Force Report, June, 1979. 
(Appendix F, this document.) 
Figure 9 
LOCAL PLANNING PROCESS AND AREA VOCATIONAL PLANNING 
COUNC l DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS 
Area Vocational Planning Council 
Developmental Process 
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E. Phases of Multi-Year Plan 
The multi-year plan of the AVPC is best described in a five-phase 
reference. 
Phase I -Awareness to Local Education Agency (LEA) of AVPC 
Phase I I - 0evelopment of Proper Information for Local Planning 
Phase I I I -Formation of Delivery System(s), Planning Subgroups 
at the County Level 
Phase IV - Initial Steps to Area-Wide Plan 
Phase V - Ongoing Evaluati.on of the Implementation and Continua-
tion of AVPC 
To implement the multi-year AVPC Area-Wide Plan requires that a report-
ing system (the Local School Annual Application, CE-100, and accompanying 
Individual Program Approval, CE-4) flow through the AVPC to the local school. 
The following chart (Figure 10, page 41) and explanation (Figure 11, page 42) 
established the relationship of the AVPC to the local board and the Career 
Education Division of the Department of Public Instruction. 
• 
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Figure 10 
FRAMEWORK FOR AREA PLANNING 
COUNCIL RELATIONSHIPS* 
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High Schoo l 
The LEAs (whichever type or combination of types) present their method (local plan) 
of becom ing par t of fulf i lling the vocational education requirements of the area 
vocational pl ann ing council 1 s plan for delivery of vocational educat1on to the area . 
If the a rea vocati onal planning council disapproves of the LEA method or plan, the 
LEA has th e ri gh t to appeal to the State Board of Public Instruction. 
·'· 
" Fina l Report of the Task Force on Vocational Education, Department of 
Publi c In s tructi on, Des Moines, Iowa, November, 1979, page 60. 
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Figure 11 
Functions of Groups 
Involved in the Proposed Planning Process 
Groups 
Comprehensive Vocational High Schools: 
Local Boards 
Vocational Centers 
Local Boards 
Jointly Developed/Admir.istered 
Local Boards 
Comprehensive High Scnools 
Local Boards 
State Plan Planning and 
Accountability Committee 
Agencies: 
CETA, Council 7or Governments, 
Vocational Rehabilitation, etc. 
Division of Career Education, 
Department of Public Instruction 
Area Vocational Planning Councils 
Function(s) 
Develop local plan of implementation 
Approve local plan and refer 
local plan to AVPC. 
Develop local plan of implementation 
Approve local plan and refer 
local plan to AVPC. 
Develop local plan of implementation 
Approve local plan and refer 
local plan to AVPC. 
Develop local plan of implementation 
Approve local plan and refer 
local plan to AVPC. 
Recommends general direction of 
vocational education to State Board 
and assists in planning where 
appropriate. 
Provide services designed to 
develop employability and, as 
such, address the planning process. 
Provides guidelines for planning and 
assistance in implementation of plan. 
Conducts evaluation and assists LEAs 
in self-evaluations. 
Develop area plan. 
Advise and consult with local 
schools concerning vocational 
planning. 
*Final Report of the Task Force on Vocational Education, Department of 
Public Instruction, Des Moines, Iowa, November, 1979, page 61. 
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CHAPTER V - IMPLEMENTING A TRANSITION DELIVERY MODEL 
A. Rationale 
The Task Force on Vocational Education recommended in its official 
report of November 1979 that the Area Planning Councils, boards of local 
schools, and Area Education Agencies consider increasing the diversity of 
and accessibility to vocational offerings through the greater utilization 
of jointly administered programs. This chapter advances the concept of 
the center-based delivery system including a center-based curriculum model 
(see Appendix K, Recommendations of the Vocational Task Force). Several 
unique features are emphasized that support the Occupational Preparation 
Programming pararneters advocated in this resource book (page 8). 
A number of factors unique to Iowa support the rational for a secon-
dary vocational center delivery model. Among those factors are: 
1. An abundance of hard-surface farm to market secondary roads that 
already support a rural transportation model. 
2. Thee, istence of special education bus routes in many counties 
that are available for high school student transportation. 
3 A numb~r of existing cooperative programming arrangements in voca-
tional agriculture, vocational homemaking, foreign language, etc. 
The center-based delivery system has the following advantages over the 
current delivery system: 
1. Provides quality programs for high schools with small enrollments. 
2. Enhances peer group learning by providing opportunities for 
contacts with students from other schools. 
3. Provides opportunity for cooperating schools to increase curricu-
lum offerings. 
4. Demonstrates how merged area community colleges can work with high 
school students and local communities to improve an area•s educa-
tional services. 
5. Provides new programs and new learning experiences for students. 
6. Reduces cost-per-pupil-hour-of-instruction due to larger class 
size than would be possible at the local level. 
7. lncre3ses students• educational opportunity through academic, 
career and placement counseling, and subject matter woven around 
careers. 
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8. Gives schools an opportunity to provide career education through 
vocdtioraal programs. 
9- Encourages schools to do more with regular programs since pressure 
at the local levels for improved vocational programs is removed. 
10. Demonstrates to communities the concept of career education, the 
need for vocational education, and the strength of the cooperative 
effort. 
11. Demonstrates that public educational agencies, working together , 
can provide meaningful programs. 
An analysis of rural youth in relation to establishing the need for voca-
tional education includes two elements. First, the Report of the Vocational 
Task Force data presents a track record for planning. 22 The report indicates 
that in a state-wide study of the class of 1977 one year after graduation, 
58 percent of those who participated in vocational programs were gainfully 
employed. It was noted that 49.18 percent of the members of the state's 
graduating class of 1977 did not enroll in any postsecondary education programs 
in the first year after graduation. Figure 12 below indicates the availability 
of vocationai programming to students in the state and Area V and the percent 
of students served. This would seem to support the premise that vocational pro-
grams are needed at the secondary level to reach many students who terminate 
their formal education with high school. 
30% 
15% 
10% 
541)1. 
161 
15 
22.4 
27.7 
Figure 12 
Percent of districts off ring progllima In number of 
stuvlce areas ond percent of students erved 
State ot Iowa compar d to Area V 
25 
20 
Acceu to~ A"coss to 1 Access to 2 Accen5 to 3 Access to 4 Acceea to s Acce&a to 6 
aoNice area" e'~,.,,·,. .... ,,,. aervlco .,,.... .re"'lc ....... ,.. lc 1 
.. .. ... , .. .. .. .... w • • ., u•.. .. aerv e DrGa"l SON ce areas 58 Nice areas 
r-1~:. or Ol~trlcls ~% of Oi~trtcls ~1% of Students 
L__j SraiG ol lowe.  Area V  Slut& of Iowa ~'Yo or Students Area V 
Service areas are as follows: Vocational Agriculture, Home Economics, 
Trades and Industries, Distributive Education, Office Education, Multi-
Occupation Coordinator, Health. 
*Fina l Report of the Task Force on Vocational Education, Department of 
Public Instruction, Des Moines, Iowa, November, 1979, page 18. 
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Second, The career development concept as suggested through the 
parameters of occupational preparation programming (see page 8) supplies 
a frameworK for planning. Certain skills {job seeking, job maintaining, 
1 ife survival, and basic skil Js) need to be developed if the student is 
to live and work successfully. Leading directly to employment are 
explora ory pr0grams with their attendant career decision-mak ing ski 1 ls 
and preparatory programs involving general employability skills and 
job specific skills. 
B. De fin i t ion 
A center-based delivery system is a joint effort of two or more 
school systems pooling their resources to provide career/vocational programs 
for their respective students without any loss of identity for the 
participating schools. The concept also includes the participation of 
the merged areu school--the community college. (see Appendix L, Brochure 
of Storm Lake Iowa Central Community Col1ege Career Education Center) 
Ideally, the center-based delivery system pools the junior and senior 
level students from a cluster of school systems into a geographic center 
for the purpose of augmenting students' vocational education opportunities. 
The system provides a time block for students to complete basic graduation 
requirements at the local school and a time block for students to attend 
the vocational center for vocational planning and training. 
Factors to be considered are transportation, time and distance, local 
school offerings, student needs, and business/industry needs. In many 
cases, a group of schools within a county or within two counties can 
supply the minimllm number of students needed to support a center. 
The geogra~hic divisions of Iowa school systems are approximately 25 
m i 1 es square with groups of schoo 1 boundaries rough 1 y para 11 e 1 to county 
lines and with the county seat town usually the largest and many times 
near the center of the county. This geographic phenomenon supports a 
10-15 mile travel time to a common center facility. The larger county seat 
town usually provides more community-based site experiences than possible 
in the contributing communities. These experiences include multi-
occupational preparation, on-the-job training, (Work Experience) and 
Experience-Based Career Education exploration. 
C. Phi 1 osophy 
The development of joint-effort secondary career education programs 
is based on the assumption that students are not receiving adequate voca-
tional programming in Basic Work Skills and Work Traits in existing high 
school programs. In the past, ski 11 development (Employabi 1 ity and Job 
Specific Skills) have been developed in Vocational Homemaking and Voca-
tional Agriculture Programs with some programming avai 1abl'e in Business 
Education and Industrial Arts areas. Such programs require the purchase 
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and maintenance of expensive equipment even as enrollments in rural 
schools decline. Small schools can, by banding together with the aid of 
the area community college fulfilling the role of a catalyst, provide 
sufficient numbers of studetns to make programs cost-efficient. 
Even more important than the cost factor is the needed variety of 
programs that can be offered to meet the wide range of occupational 
interests and needs of students. Some students have well-formed career 
plans and need entry-level skill training while others need the oppor-
tunity to for1nulate career plans whi Je exploring one or more career 
options. The flexibility build into the joint-effort center plan meets 
these various student needs. 
Center-based planning provides a way to increase the educational 
opportunities available to Iowa s rural students. The larger number of 
students served and the broader financial base combine to bring the 
cost-per-student down. Occupational programming which provides this type 
of service can ?id in the reduction of the drop-out rate in the local 
schools. 
D. Establishing the Joint-Effort Programs 
The essential component of joint-effort planning is the agreement 
between local schools and the area college that a center-based delivery 
system is needed. Each agency•s chief administrator must explain to the 
local board that the programs are needed and the board and administrator 
must be willing to find the necessary resources for establishing and main-
taining the programs. The result of that commitment is the development of 
support policies by each local board for the center-based delivery system. 
Local staffs and parents must be kept informed about program advantages 
through joint public meetings with the board. 
Each high school principal must accept the philosophy that joint-
effort planning can better meet the needs of his students. Eac principal 
is responsible for the development of the curriculum offered at the 
center through joint effort programming. The principals need to feel 
that the operation of the center is but an extension of their own school 
system. The guidance department assists the principal in conducting 
surveys of parents and students to determine which programs should be 
instituted first. The principal can recommend pol icy concerning the 
amount of credit which will be earned toward graduation in joint-effort 
programming. The principal must also make plans to structure a schedule 
which will allow students to be released for half of the school day to 
attend the center. 
The responsibility of identifying students who can best profit from 
each of the joint-effort programs in these courses in sufficient numbers 
rests with the guidance office in each school. Guidance counselors must 
help conduct and tabulate the surveys of students and parents and plan 
student schedules to assure the necessary block of time. The need for 
career planning, as pdrt of the total educational program, should be 
explained and student questions answered by the guidance staff. 
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The combined effort of administration, staff, and board must be 
directed toward explaining to the students that the joint-effort programs 
will be meaningful and wi11 not detract from participation in local school 
activities (extra-curricular) nor will it detract from individual school 
loyalties. 
The local £chool board staff needs to survey the offerings to 
determine what :s taught in each program. This is necessary to prevent 
duplication between the local school offerings and center-based programs. 
The staff of the community college can provide expertise in developing 
program offerings, which can provide minimal job-entry skills (general 
employability skills and job specific skil Is) as we11 as preparation for 
entry into more advanced post-secondary programs. 
Follow-up records of student performance and mobility must be kept. 
Such records will aid in maintaining quality programs. which assist in 
maintaining adequate enrollments. Employment trends and post-secondary 
education availa~ility can be monitored and correlated with the curriculum 
of the joint effort. Such activities should be conducted in the adminis-
tration of the joint-effort programs. 
Each cooperative group of schools should provide a student population 
large enough to insure adequate enrollment in each program. It should 
also be geographically compact to minimize students' travel time to and 
from the center. Suggested minimum enrollment for a group of up to eight 
schools to offer five to six programs is 400 twelfth-grade students {see 
Appendix M, Area V Population Study). 
E. Imp 1 emen tat ion Guide 1 i ne s 
Implementing a center with adequate occupational preparation programs 
includes these elements: 
1. Administration, local boards, community col lege representation, 
and Department of Public Instruction representative working 
together. 
2. Development of necessary studies to support the concept. 
3. Proper information dissemination to all parties. 
4. Work plan with time elements and the coordination of the 
procedures as the key factor. 
5. Adequate facilities, including equipment, supportive policies, 
staffing, and calendar arrangements and program development. 
6. Evaluation processes and standard operating procedures. 
These elements are developed and articulated in four phases. 
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Phase 1 - Involvement and Study Period (Suggested Three Months) 
This phase involves the development of the needed information 
processes, involvement with Department of Public Instruction, and 
development of the needed structure. 
Phase 2 - Formative Period (Suggested Six Months) 
This phase involves coordinating studies and personnel into a plan 
of deve 1 opmen t. 
Phase 3 - Implementation Period (Suggested Three Months) 
This phase unifies the plans into the actual development of the 
center that is ready to receive students. 
Phase 4 - Operational Period 
This is the ongoing procedural effort developed for continued 
operation of the center. 
The key to carrying out the implementation activities is the timing 
of these activities and the involvement of personnel. The chart on page 49 
illustrates that coordination. 
F. Financing 
Financins of joint-effort programs can be divided into various cate-
gories of support and resources necessary to develop, implement, and 
sustain the programs. A typical 1 ist of categories might be as follows: 
Category 
Developmental Time 
• 
Equipment 
Instructional Cost 
Physical Facilities 
Transportation 
Insurance (Student) 
Supervisory Administration 
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Responsible Agency 
Local school and merged area 
indirect aid 
Merged area and/or local school 
Merged area and/or local school 
Merged area and/or local school 
Local school (direct transporta-
tion aid) 
Parents 
Merged area school 
• 
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Administrativ~ Steering 
Group Formed 
Boards Meet 
For Information 
I ~ 
Department Of Public K 
.t:'" I Instruction Involvement \..0 
Surveys Conducted ~<:"" 
Studies Completed 
PHASE I 
J-· - . ., 
Implementation Guide Lines 
Jan. Feb. March April 
I 
Board and Administration 
~p~ort The Process 
Po icies Adopted 
Department Of Public 
Instruction Approval 
Gained 
Advisory Committee 
Formed 
Results Of Surveys 
And Studies Examined 
Facilities Provided 
Program Advisory 
Committees Formed 
PHASE II 
I 
~ 
May June July .Aug. 
~ Facilities Readied 1\ 
'>f Equipment Ordered I 
· Programs 'Developed 1 
Approved 
Staff Hired 
Calendar Adopted 
PHASE Ill 
I 
\ I 
en 
-: ):-
:0 I ~ 
c 
-o 
/ f 
On Gojno 
I 
t 
-
ANNUAL REGISTRATION 
PROGRAM EVALUATION 
CONTINUED C·C ft~ MITMEN-r 
PROGRA~M UPDATING 
CALENDARS AND SCHEDULES 
ARRANGED 
PHASE IV 
G. Center-Based Curriculum Design 
A major function of the center delivery system is to provide an appro-
priate curriculum. The basic curriculum development principles that must 
be taken into account are continuity, sequence, and integration . Contin-
uity is the repeti~ion of significant concepts throughout a course of 
study to insure that the student understands and assimilates the concepts. 
Sequence is the ordered progression of learning experiences that provide 
students a rich understanding of more complex and abstract ideas. Inte-
gration is the unity among learning experiences which enables students to 
apply concepts learned in one discipline to other disciplines. 
The above principles should guide the designing of a curriculum which 
gives special attention to the following design elements: 
1. Time: To facilitate maximum learning and skill development, 
a block of time is mandatory. Half of the scf1ool day must be 
made available. 
2. Student Motivation: The recommended grade level is grades 11 
and 12, using the half day time block. The older adolescent is 
capable of maximum exploration and skill development with the 
block time. 
3. Curriculum Sequence: Local schools should offer in the earlier 
grades those prerequisite recommended courses that integrate 
skill development with the career development process. 
4. Offerings: 
a. Emphasis should be placed on the sequence of career decision-
making skills beginning in grade nine. Those decision-making 
ski 11 s are: 
• The skills of using personal and social goals in the 
decision-making process. 
• The skills necessary to gather, organize, and evaluate 
information for effective decision-making. 
• The skills of formulating tentative career plans. 
• The skills of evaluating career decisions as they 
relate to personal values. 
• The skill of developing short- and long-range educational, 
social, and occupational goals. 
b. The main emphasis in occupational preparation programming is 
basic work skills and work traits as related to the development 
of ~eneral employability skills. Occupational Preparation 
Programming is a continuum of developmental experience emerging 
from career education and pre-vocational programming sequence. The 
continuum for a11 practical pulposes begins in grade nine and ends 
with experiences in a training program at the post-secondary level. 
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• 
J The goal of general employability skills is based upon the following 
prem1ses: 
1 . That the career decision-making process is basic to the develop-
ment of general employability skills. Students must proceed 
through the career decision-making process and emerge from the 
general employability level of programming with career decision-
making knowledge and a tentative personal career plan based upon 
a practicum experience. 
2. That the focus of the secondary school is the development of 
general employability skil Is that include basic work skills and 
basic work traits. 
3. That the vehicle for teaching basic work skills, basic work 
traits, and career decision-making s kills is a Program of Instruc-
tion with subject matter content focused on job specific skills 
in the vocational service/cluster area. 
4. That this subject matter content in the occupational setting 
becomes the basis for developing job s pecific skills at the 
second3ry level in some programs (i.e., Cosmetology and Health 
Aide) when business/indus try specifies certifiable competencies 
and requirements for that occupational area and is the basis for 
continuation into the post-secondary level with articulation 
that facilitates student advancement in programs. 
Basic tc al 1 segments of a vocational program are the learning exper-
iences in job seeking skills, job maintaining skills, 1 ife survival ski 1ls 
and basic social, math, and communications skills needed for occupational 
preparation. 
H. Program of Instruction 
The heart of the center-based concept of developing occupational prep-
aration progra~s is the Program of Instruction (see Append1x N, recom-
mended standard Vocational Task Force Report, page 43). A Program of 
!nstruction consists of the total planned sequence (grades 9-12) of 
learning activities which includes a basic academic core, occupational 
subject matter and preparatory training that provides work skills, work 
traits, and career decision-making skil 1s. Subject matter in the program 
sequence will also include job seeking skills, job maintaining skills, 
life survival skills, and the basic vocational math, science, communica-
tion, and social skills. 
1. Basic Academic Core: 
The core consists of those fundamental courses in math, science, 
social studies, and language arts required for graduation from 
the local high school. 
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2 . Exploratory Experiences: 
Exploratory experiences are those sequential experiences that 
enable 3tudents to develop those career decision-making skills 
necessar~ to develop their career goals. 
3. Levels of Programming: 
There ~re two basic levels of programming: (1) developmental 
programming consisting of those areas of study related to the 
occupations that support the students in their preparation 
level work; i.e., business math, business law, general busi-
ness, industrial arts, home economics, etc. and (2) preparation 
programming consisting of those areas of study that provide 
students basic work skills and work traits for entry-level em-
p 1 oymers t. 
4. Bas i c Con d i t ions : 
A program of instruction must consist of all three component 
parts: supportive developmental subjects, recommended aca -
demic core, and preparatory programming. More specifically, 
the progra~ of instruction must honor the following prescriptions: 
a. Adequate exploratory experiences shall be provided to 
each student via the local school career development 
operating plan. 
b. The content and objective offered secondary students 
are dependent upon the competencies required by busi-
ness/industry for entry into local occupations. 
c. All programs of instruction shall be structured around 
an area of employment identified by a taxonomy number 
for that vocational service or cluster area. 
d. For a program of instruction to be approved, all three 
component parts must be str·uctured into the program of 
instruction. 
e. A p~ogram of instruction cannot consist solely of occu-
pational subjects or occupational and general education 
subjects or of occupational and general education or 
exp loratory experiences. 
f. Occupational subject descriptions must specify the skill 
areas addressed in order to be included as part of the 
total approved program of instruction. 
g. The same applies to general education subjects included 
in the program of instruction. 
Occupational Preparation Programming is a continuum of developmental 
experiences emer9ing from a career education and pre-vocational programming 
sequence. The cont inu um for all practical purposes begins in grade 9 and ends 
with the culm ination of experiences in a training program at the postsecond-
a r y 1 eve 1 • The com pone n t p a r t s of t he p r o g ram of i n s t r u c t i on a r e i 1 1 u s t r a t ed 
1 n F i g u r e 1 4 on the f o 1 1 ow i n g page . 
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With the development of the Vocational Task Force Report and the 
formation of the Area Vocational Planning Council, the emphasis has been 
placed upon the center concept delivery system for the rural areas of Iowa. 
The purpose of the joint-effort offering in a center-type curriculum model 
is to provide within the framework available to all schools the preparatory 
level necessary for the development of entry-level employment sk1lls. 
Following the guidelines stated in the Basic Condition Section (page 52), 
including the stated purpose of block-time program being the preparatory 
level necessary for development of entry-level employment skills, a ten-
program model is exemplified on page 56. 
Local schools supporting the center where the block-time program is 
offered supply those general education and occupational subjects as needed. 
The center admi~istrative team, working with local school principal, should 
develop a recommended 1 ist of common subjects for each program of instruction. 
The key to center program offerings is the development of a cooperative 
effort by all supporting schools to structure local curriculum (schedules) 
to meet program goals. The model illustrates many combinations of curriculum 
offerings that can be structured into a center-type curriculum . 
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J. Types of Programs 
Programs can be structured as a single occupational placement or as a 
multiple occupational placement in a service area. A vocat ional service 
~ 
area may ha ve more than one program of instruct ion. A program of instruc-
tion , for example , may be structured around a two-year seq uence identif iab l e 
by a separate program taxonomy in that service area. Figures 15 a nd 16 
present exemplary programs for both k1nds of placement. 
Figure 15 
SINGLE OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM SEQUENCE 
Grade 9 Grade 10 Gratto 1 
~<---- O~tvelopmental----)(~----Preparatory ----~ 
Exploratory 
h 
Experience 
Basic Academic Supportive + Preparatory 
Core Occupational Continued Core Programming 
~ Employment 
Subjects & 
Occupational 
SubJects ) 
Example Model Program 
Health Aides 
Grade 9 - Algebra and General Science (Recommended) 
Grade 10 - Biology (Recommended) 
Grade 11 - EBCE experience in Health Fields (one semester) plus 
Science and additional Math (Recommended) 
Grade 12 - Joint-effort block time (one semester) program in 
Health Aide Occupations. (See Appendix 0 for program 
description.) 
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Figure 16 
MULTIPLE OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM SEQUENCE 
Grade 11 Grade 12 
Preparatory Programming 
Grade 9 Grade 10 
Child Care I Child Care II Employment 
Voc. Homemaking I Voc. Homemakmg II Food Prep. I Food Prep. 11 Employment 
Developmental Programming 
Alterations I Alterations II Employment 
Voc. Homemaking Ill Voc. Homemaking IV 
Example Model Program 
Vocational Homemaking 
A vocational service area may have more than one program of instruction. 
A program of instruction may be structured around a two-year sequence identi-
fiable by a sepdrate taxonomied program in that service area. 
Grade 9 - Vocational Home Economics I (Recommended) 
Grade 10 - Vocational Home Economics I I (Recommended) 
Grade 11/12- Three Possible Program Choices 
1 . Chi 1 d Care 
2. Food Preparation 
3. Clothing Specialist 
- S t u den t s i n C h i 1 d C a r e ( g r ad e 1 1 ) wo u 1 d en r o 1 1 i n C h i 1 d C a r e I (a s 
a separate class within the curriculum of Vocational Homemaking I I 1). 
Students th~n would proceed to grade 12 and enroll in a separate 
class, Child Care I I, (within the curriculum of Vocational Home-
making IV). 
K. A Center Model Ten Program of Instruction 
The joint-effort programming supports that plan. The center concept is a 
natural development whereby many schools can pool their students and efforts 
to develop adequate programs of instruction. Using the recommended program of 
Instruction format, Figure 17 illustrates a center offering ten programs of 
instruction to st~dents. 
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Figure 17 
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CONCLUSION 
The success or failure of the Iowa Transition from School to Work 
model described in this report depends on many factors. Certainly 
legislation requirements (School Standards) are important, Department 
of Public Instruction leadership and resources are essential, and local 
administration and local board support and commitment are vital. Most 
important in the development of the transition model is the belief by 
education personnel that Iowa must refine its educational system within 
the context of existing resources and personnel to meet today•s and 
tomorrow's needs. 
The transi t i on from school to work as de sc r ibed in this modest 
effort is a developmental process. The stude nt in the progress of his 
educational experiences at the local school moves out of a cloistered 
patterned existence of c1ass periods (time ) into a new world of occu-
pational programming available in the center concept of organization. 
The half day experience in a single occupational area promotes transi-
tional growth in new dimensions. A center of new peers is developed; 
a center of concentrated curricular experiences moves that student into 
the mode of the working world. The further development of transi t i on 
process can be improved with accompanying curriculum changes . The 
center curriculum model in Chapter V (Figure 13, page 53) changes the 
current curriculum concept stated in the beginning of this report 
(Figure 1, page 1). 
The role of the secondary vocational education should be to assist 
the student in the transitional development process. The work of this 
report with its accompanying rationale, conceptual models and explana-
tions seeks to accomplish the first step toward the improvement of the 
secondary school educational process of Iowa. The secondary schools 
will then be better able to address the needs of rural students in the 
next decade. 
Iowa needs to look at its educational system. Numerous outside 
forces will force changes. Perhaps this sourcebook wil 1 enable us to 
rationally plan to meet those changes rather than percipitously react 
to them . 
, 
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Figure 
This model ident1fies that within t} ~ secondary schools, 
grades 7-12, there are several phases of career education 
The students are provided job entry skills in the preparation 
(vocational) phase. This phase for secondary preparatory 
(vocational) programs usually takes place in grades 11-12. 
It appears the anginal charge of the task force was to 
become familiar with secondary vocational programs that 
provide students with job entry skills, the various program 
1 
needs, and the different delivery systems to make these 
secondary programs accessible to more Iowa high school 
students. 
It is within the overall career education concept that some 
of the following positions are identified. Specifically, 
however, it ts within the preparatory (vocational) phase that 
• 
the list of secondary vocational education positions have 
been identifi-ed. 
CONCEPT 
Based on the Career Education definition, a model for career 
development was generated showing the relationship of these concepts 
in the total curriculum. The model depicts a concept of career 
development beginning in kindergarten and continuing throughout life. 
It evolves around two basic concepts--the concept of self and the 
concept of the world of work. The self-concept focuses on the learners 
understanding of and preparation for entry into the world of work . 
The purposes of these two concepts remain the same throughout the 
model, but function differently during each phase of career development. 
During the awareness phase of career development, the self-concept 
emphasizes those educational experiences that will lead the learners to 
becoming aware of themselves and others in a physical sense, their per-
sonal feelings, and about 1 iving with others. The learners become 
knowledgeable of the function and operational structure of the school, 
recognize accepted school behavior, and recognize factors which con-
tribute to optimum learning potential. They recognize personal attri-
butes, suggest individual steps for improvement of learning, describe 
personal feelings toward school, exercise their feelings toward them-
selves and others and examine individual family and social characteris-
tics and needs of man. For the world of work concept, emphasis is 
placed on developing understandings of and appreciation for work, the 
value of the worker, and the role of work and the worker in our society. 
The learners examine the world of work as it relates to the 11 total'' 
1 ives of individuals and groups. They interpret the concept of work, 
recognize the reasons people work, and exhibit a positive attitude 
toward work. 
They examine occupations, occupational change, and how their self-
perceptions relate to selected occupations by exploring a wide variety 
of occupations. They discover that people change occupations and relate 
their self-perception to those occupations that interest them. 
They explore the economic aspects of work, differentiating between 
employers and employees and consumers and producers, recognize money as 
a medium of exchange, examine how workers are paid for their services, 
and identify the influence of transportation in the economic system. 
During this phase, no attempt is made to relate the points of emphasis 
stressed in each of the concepts. 
The accommodation phase has two purposes. The learners continue 
to develop self-awareness and awareness of the world of work. In 
addition, they begin to relate or fuse (accommodate) their understanding 
of selves and the development of academic skills, and develop apprecia-
tion of their individual characteristics by adapting and adjusting them 
to contribute to school and community. They examine the world of work 
2 
as related to the well being of individuals and society. They investi-
gate (1) the nature of occupational clusters, (2) factors which influence 
our economic system, and (3) the similarities and differences between 
values in diverse cultures . The fusion of these two concepts continue 
throughout the career development process leading eventually to entry 
into a 1 ife style and occupation suited to their interests, abilities, 
and desires. 
In the exploration phase, the learners begin indepth exploration 
of their real interests, aptitudes, and desires and the occupational 
clusters that comprise the world of work and their interrelatedness. 
During this phase of career development, they recognize the educational 
setting as a place to gain direction and needed skills for the develop-
ment of career goals. They consider their analysis of the economic 
aspects of the world of work and investigate societal and cultural factors 
which influence and control human behavior. Through education experiences 
provided during this phase of career development, the learners will be 
prepared to assess and pursue the career options open to them. By careful 
screening and selection, they will be able to choose those high school 
courses which relate to their personal attributes, satisfactions, and 
career learnings. As a result of these experiences, they begin the pro-
cess of selecting occupational areas for which to prepare for job entry. 
The fourth phase of career development--the preparation and explora-
tion phase--has a two-fold purpose. The learners may continue their ex-
ploration of the occupational clusters that comprise the world of work 
or begin preparing for occupational entry into a cluster area. As a 
result of educational experiences provided in this phase of career develop-
ment, the learners will attain employment qualities and skills for the 
world of work, including attitudes, values, and occupational skills to 
the extent necessary for economic independence and personal fulfillment. 
The learners will utilize the educational setting as any place or program 
in the school and/or community which will give direction and skills for 
career development. 
The learners will utilize their aspirations, experiences, values, and 
abilities to give orientation and direction to their career development. 
The learners continue analysis of specific behaviors and 1 ife styles while 
determining and preparing personalized directions for the world of work. 
They examine selected careers and corresponding life styles as they relate 
to their own skills, capabilities, self-perception and needs, and recognized 
societal functions that influence human behavior. 
The final phase of the model suggests broad opportunities for the 
learners once they have entered an occupation and a 1 ife style. While it 
is recognized that occupations that exist today may be nonexistent in the 
years ahead, the career development process that the learners have experi-
enced throughout their formal education should provide them with those 
skills and ab · lities needed to adjust to the changes that they may face in 
the years ahead. 
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The model presents a concept of career development with specific 
tasks to be satisfied at specific grade levels. It is important to 
real ize that it represents a thought, revealing a flow of this thought 
t hrouqhout the learners• educational experiences. In no way shou l d the 
li nes in the model be interpreted as being rigid in determining the 
fu nctions to be carried out at a specific grade level or descr i bing the 
function of the phase of career development at that grade level . It is 
understood that career awareness, accommodation, exploration , and prepara-
tion of self and the world of work can and wil 1 most likely take place at 
all grade levels. The abilities, interests, desires, and backgrounds of 
the learners will dictate what will be emphasized at a specific grade 
level. The model should be viewed as being very flexible with the rigidity 
in t he concept concealed within the individual student and the model struc-
tured to the individual students and their needs. 
• 
The Con cept of Caree r Educat ion wi th goals and ou tcomes i s illus trated 
below -
CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
GOAL AREAS 
Self Appraisal 
S ills 
Interpersonal 
Sk111s 
Decision H.aldng 
Skills 
Career L~fe Style 
Skills 
Skills To Carry 
Out Career Plcm 
School/Work 
Philosophy 
SUGGESTED 
APPLICATION 
DE 
SUMMARY CHART: DRAFT OF A SCOPE AND SEQUENCE MODEL 
Cotmrmi ty 
Rol USOE 
Clustera Sub ject 
DECREE 
OF 
SUGGESTED 
EMPHAS IS 
Mat r 
ln r at ...,;u 
ONGOING EMPHASIS D 
DERATE EMPHASIS 
EMPHASIS 
Per sona l 
Interes t Areas 
Emphasis 
Toward 
Goals 
Determined 
By 
I ndividual 
And 
CD Ou t comes 
Self Identify 
Sati s fying 
Inte r pe rsonal 
Relations 
Career 
Decisions 
Self Education 
Economic 
Understanding 
Skill Compe t ency 
Career Placement 
Self Social 
Fulfillment 
PROGRAHHING EMPHASIS (ongoing/moderate/maximum) conceptual i zes the human 
deve lo pmen t t ask emphasis based upon a human growth and development sequence. 
APPLICAT ION MODES specify curriculum parameters especially effective 
fo r st uden t ca reer development needs. 
- Subject Matter Interest Areas are the in-school occupationa l / 
vocational programs/courses. 
- Pe rsonal Inte rest Areas are those programs/courses designed for 
t his la tte r stage of occupationa1 programming (exploration 
can be f i nalized in a community-based setting). 
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A P P E N D I X B 
HUMBOLDT COUNTY BUSINESS/INDUSTRY SURVEY ABSTRACT 
DATE OF SURVEY: 
METHOD OF SURVEY: 
COUNTY STATISTICS: 
SITES SURVEYED: 
Chart 1 
HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
BUS I NESS I INDUSTRY SURVEY 
ABSTRACT 
Summer, 1982 
Personal Interview 
Population - 12,246 - Age Grouping - 15-34 
35-49 
50 & Over 
No Significant Minority Groups 
Number of Farms- 860; Average Size- 311 Acres 
Number of Businesses- 412; Employing 5,100 
Household Income Range -
$ 8,000 to $15,000 - 16.2% of Population 
15,000 to 25,000 - 28.7% of Population 
25,000 and Over - 36.6% of Population 
Four Community School Districts -
K-12 Enrollment- 2,408 
Towns - 13 
3,920 
2' 130 
- 4 ' 1 ' 0 
(Humboldt largest town with 4,465 population) 
Stratified Sample Classified by Vocational Service Areas -
75 Sites Surveyed of 412 Places of Business (111 of 412 
Were Single Owner Sites--No Employees) -The 75 Sites 
Selected Employed More Than One Employee -Within the 
75 Sites, There Were 148 Occupational Areas 
NUMBER OF JOBS AT THE 75 SITES SURVEYED 
IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY ACCORDING TO SERVICE AREAS 
Rank Order According to Full-Time Jobs 
Service Areas F.T. Jobs % P.T. Jobs % 
-
Trades and Industries 416 58 68 47 
Office Education 108 1 5 20 14 
Distributive Education 79 1 1 14 10 
Agriculture/Agri-Business 53 7 19 1 3 
Health 48 7 19 l 3 
Home Economics 1 3 2 4 3 
Industrial Arts Included 
in Trades and Industries 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 717 100% 144 100% 
1 
CHART 2 
RANK ORDER OF TOP 20 TRAITS OF WORKERS 
RECOMMENDED BY THE 75 SITES 
SURVEYED IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
(N = 148 OCCUPATIONAL AREAS) 
WORK TRAITS 
Dependable 
Personality 
Ability to Work 
RANK 
1 
2 
WORK TRAITS 
Ability to Work 
with Others 
Interest in Advancing/ 
with Customers 
Neatness 
3 
4 
Aggressive 
Attitudes 
Patience 
Orderliness 
Honest 
Clean 
Appearance 
Responsible 
Willing to Work 
5.5 
s.s 
7 
8.5 
8.5 
Good Public Relations 
Promptness 
Common Sense 
Communicative Skills Initiative 1 1 
CHART 3 
TOP 15 REASONS WHY PEOPLE FAIL 
AS AN EMPLOYEE 
1. Poor Work Habits 26 
2. Not Dependable 23 
3. Lack of Respect for Authority 15 
4. Dishonest 12 
5. Not Productive 11 
6. Cannot Work with Fellow Workers 11 
]. Late for Work 6 
8. Lack of Human Relationship 5 
9. Cannot Work Within Organization 3 
10. Cannot Follow Instruction 3 
11. Lack of Communication Skills 3 
12. Attitude Toward Work 3 
13. Lack of Ambition 3 
14. Incompetent 3 
15. Absenteeism 3 
2 
RANK 
1 1 
1 l 
13. 5 
1 3. 5 
1 5 
16 
18 
18 
18 
CHART 4 
BASIC WORK TRAITS AND SKILLS IDENTIFIED 
AT 75 BUSINESS SITES IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
BASIC WORK TRAITS 
Dependable 
Ability to Work with Customers 
Neat 
Honest 
Responsible 
• BASIC WORK SKILLS (By Vocational Service Area) 
W i 1 1 i n g to Work 
Initiative 
Interest in Advancing 
Common Sense 
Communicative Skills 
AGRICULTURE 
Mechanical Skills 
Math Skills 
Record-Keeping Skills 
Organizational Skills 
Communication Skills 
Driving Skills 
GENERAL WORK SKILLS 
Mechanical Aptitudes 
Ski 11 s 
TRADES AND INDUSTRIES 
Mechanical Skills 
Physical Manipulation 
CHART 5 
Math Skills Ski 11 s 
Reading Skills 
Communication Skills 
Organizational Skills 
Math Skills 
Communication Skills 
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
Math Skills 
Sales Skills 
Mechanical Skills 
Communication Skills 
Management Skills 
Measurement Skills 
Making Change 
HEALTH 
Organizational Skills 
Reading Skills 
Record-Keeping Skills 
Communication Skills 
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS 
Typing Skills 
Telephone Skills 
Math Skills 
Communication Skills 
Shorthand/Dictaphone Skills 
Accounting Skills 
Organizational Skills 
Filing/Record Keeping Skills 
Office Machines/Mechanical Skills 
Dealing with People 
Computer Operator Skills 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Reading Skills 
Communication Skills 
Mechanical Skills 
RANK ORDER OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES OF THREE CLASSES 
(1977, 1979, 1981) FROM HIGH SCHOOLS IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
(Classified by Service Areas) 
t 
• 
l 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Industrial Arts 
Office Education 
Home Economics 
Vocational Agriculture 
3 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Trades and Industries 
Hea 1 th 
Distributive Education 
J:-
Agriculture 
Heavy Equip 
Operator 
Quarry Worker 
Material Tech. 
Quarry Oper-
ator 
Quarry Man-
ager 
Quarry Super. 
Mechanic 
Feed M i 11 
Operator 
Assist Herds-
man 
Stockman 
Dairy 
Laborer 
Reporters 
Truck 
Driver 
Spreader 
Sprayer 
Horticulture 
Worker 
M i 1 k 
Hauler 
Fertilizer 
Mixer 
Chemical 
Distributor 
Farm Equip. 
Service Dept. 
Ag. (cont.) 
Mach. Re-
assembler 
Parts Dept . 
Hog Buyer 
Meat Cutter 
Plant Super. 
in Seed Corn 
Company 
Seed Corn 
P 1 ant Laborers 
Grain Plant 
Manager 
Grounds keeper 
CHART 6 
KINDS OF JOBS AVAILABLE IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY ACCORDLNG 
TO VOCATIONAL SERVICE AREAS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
D i s t r i but i ve 
Education 
Salesman 
Parts Person 
Manager 
Florist 
Customer 
Service 
Ad Salesman 
Counter Clerk 
Lumber Dept. 
Manager 
Industria '] 
Sales 
Bulk Feed 
RV Sales 
Insurance Ag·ent 
Advertising 
Farm Sales 
Implement 
Grocery Store 
Clerk 
Petroleum Sales-
person 
Grocery Checker 
Stockboy 
(Grocery) 
Lumberyard Man 
Car Sa ·1 esman 
Cook Waitress 
Cashier 
Bartender 
Dishwasher 
Dietary Assist. 
(Cook) 
Quantity Foods 
Health 
Nurses• 
Aides 
Orderlies 
Geriatric 
Aide 
Ward Clerks 
Physical 
Therapist 
Aide 
Home 
Economics 
Housekeeping 
Motel Maids 
Cheese Maker 
Seamstress 
Baker 
Office 
Education 
C 1 e rica 1 
Dispatch 
Secretary 
Receptionist 
Accountant 
Computer Oper. 
Bookkeeping 
' Counter Work 
City Clerk 
Purchas, Clerk 
Sales Ma.nager 
Phone So 1 i c i t 
~1 nsu ranee 
Adjustor 
Switchboard 
C r . & Co 1 1 ec. 
In s urance 
Hospital 
Admitting 
Patient 
. Accounting 
Trades & 
Industries 
Dark Room 
Tech. 
Photographer 
Press Person 
Bind i n·g 
Graphic Design 
Announcer 
Typesetting 
Electrician 
Iron Workers 
Plumber 
Sheet Metal 
Work 
Heavy Equip . 
Operator 
Carpenter 
Brick 'layers 
Brick 
Tenders 
Laborer 
Main. Person 
Janitors 
Custodial 
Mowing 
Bridge Work 
Loader 
Operator 
Diesel Engine 
Repair 
Welding 
Machine 
Repair 
Mechanic 
Hospital 
Engineers 
Broadcaster 
Trades & 
Industries (co~.t.) 
Laborers 
General Plant 
Workers 
Painters 
.Assemb 1 ers 
Laggers 
Gen. Clean-Up 
Drill Press Oper. 
Finish Room Helpers 
Furniture Assembler 
Furniture Sales 
Pay/Order Oper. 
Weigh Scale Op . 
Ammoniate Mach. Op. 
Wood Cutter 
Wood Finishing 
Draftsman 
Water Pump Rebuilder 
Clutch Rebuilder 
Parts Tear Down 
Production Super . 
Seamstress 
Cutter-Stuffer Up-
holstery 
Laundry 
Act. Director 
Teacher•s Aide 
Sanitation Worker 
Disposal Plant Op. 
Po 1 i ceperson 
Super. of Mun. Plant 
Po 1 ice Chief 
Librarian 
Service Attendant 
Truck Driver - Bus 
Chart 7 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF GRADUATES OF THREE CLASSES 
(1977, 1979, 1981) FROM HIGH SCHOOLS OF HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
Four-Year College 
Two-Year College 
Private College 
Sub Total 
Became Employed 
M i 1 i ta ry 
Married 
Unemployed 
Sub Total 
Total 
Chart 8 
120 
141 
44 
305 
142 
23 
20 
5 
190 
495 
24% 
28% 
9% 
62% 
27% 
5% 
4% 
1% 
38% 
100% 
AVERAGE DISTANCE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT FROM HOME FOR 
GRADUATES OF THREE CLASSES (1977, 1979, 1981) 
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
186 MILES 
5 
A P P E N D I X C 
SCHOOL STANDARDS OF IOWA 
SCHOOL STANDARDS 
1. Section 258.10, Code of Iowa, has long granted to local school 
district boards the authority to provide for vocational educa-
• t1on programs. 
The board of directors of any school district is authorized to 
carry on prevocational and vocational instruction in subjects 
relating to agriculture, commerce, industry, and home economics, 
and to pay the expense of such instruction in the same way as 
the expenses for other subjects in the public schools are now 
paid. 
This authorized local schools to offer vocational education and 
the interpretation has been that vocational education programs 
are part of the schools• offering meeting the school standards. 
2. Section 257, Code of Iowa, states the following: 
The approved standards of the State Board of Public Instruction, 
a s s t a ted i n Sect i on 2 57 . 2 5 ( 6) ( h) of t he Code of I ow a , r e q u i r e 
that the minimum programs in grades 9 to 12 of local school 
districts shall include: 
Five units of occupational education subjects which may 
include, but shall not be limited to, programs, services, 
and activities which prepare students for employment in 
office and clerical, trade and industrial, consumer, and 
homemaking, agriculture, distributive, and health occupa-
tions. 
3. Chapter 258, Code of Iowa, defines Career Education and the role 
function of Career Education -
3.5(9) Provision for Career Education. The board of 
each school, public and nonpubl ic, shall incorporate 
into the educational program the total concept of 
career education. 
Curricular and co-curricular teaching-learning experi-
ences from the prekindergarten level through grade 12 
shall be provided for all students in accordance with 
Section 280.9. 
A P P E N D I X D 
COMMUNITY SURVEY 
FOR 
COLLABORATIVE CAREER EDUCATION MODEL 
COMMUNITY COLLABORATION SURVEY 
COUNTY 
YOUR NAME ADDRESS 
------------------------------
TELEPHONE ( ) --~--~--------~------------
REPRESENTING (BUSINESS ) 
{PROFESSIONAL) 
------------------------------------------------------(SERVICE )NAME 
ADDRESS 
TELEPHONE 
The business/profession/service you represent would be wi 11 ing to participate in 
a community collaboration survey. 
YES NO 
----
Need further information 
YES NO 
Check which of the following services- activities- resources you could supply. 
(If private or professional, thes e services, etc. would be outside of your 
professional area.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Site for a school field trip 
Serve as a speaker for Career Day 
Assist in planning summer youth 
• • • act1vtt1es. 
Ass i s t i n comp i 1 i n g a ••ye 1 1 ow 
pages 11 directory of career services. 
Private counseling for job search. 
Private counseling for career goals. 
Serve as a volunteer in a community 
action group. 
Provide a library resource for 
student studies. 
, __ _ 
Provide material for Career Day 
Fair. 
Serve as a sponsor for an On-the-
Job Training Site. 
Sponsor a directory of interested 
• persons 1n careers. 
Sponsor a career retired persons 
• 1n careers. 
Sponsor a career exploration site. 
Serve on a vocational advisory 
• committee. 
A P P E N D I X E 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE GRID 
COMMUN ITY RESOURCE GRI D 
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1 • Job Service 
2. Manpower Counci 1 
or CETA 
3. Vocational 
Rehabilitation 
4. Iowa Centra 1 
Community Co 11 ege 
5. County Social 
Services Agency 
6. Community Action 
Programs 
] . County Mental 
Health Agency 
8. Area Education 
Agency 
~ ~, 
9. Local Service 
Groups 
10 . Local Business 
Groups 
1 1 • Co 11 eges and 
Training Institutions 
' 
112 • Sma 11 Business 
I Administration 
I 
I 
A P P E N D I X F 
AREA VOCATIONAL PLANNING COUNC IL 
MISSION STATEMENT 
Prospectus: Task Force on Vocational Education Programs 
Statement of the Problem: 
The Department of Public Instruction is concerned with the problems 
of secondary schools which are attempting to provide opportunities for 
adequate vocational education to al 1 students. Foremost among these 
prob1ems is the lack of resources to permit the offering of broad and 
diverse vocational curricula serving the varied interests and needs of 
secondary-age students in Iowa. Such curricula should provide equal access 
to vocational education opportunities for a11 students in both small and 
large districts. Sixty-seven secondary districts currently provide no 
opportunity for vocational education and 309 districts provide programs in 
less than three occupational areas. There is a critical need for initiating 
programs in additional districts and expanding the curriculum to include 
opportunities in additional occupational areas. 
Another concern is the need to ascertain whether current delivery 
systems provide vocational programs which avoid duplication of offerings 
while meeting the needs of employers as well as the varied needs and interests 
of students. 
In view of these concerns, the Department of Public Instruction pro-
poses to establish a task force which will: 
1. ascertain the kinds of vocational education programs needed 
to serve secondary-age students and to meet the needs of 
employers; 
2. identify alternatives and recommend feasible delivery 
system(s); 
3. ascertain the resources needed to implement the recommended 
delivery system(s); 
4. develop a plan for implementation of changes in programs 
and delivery system(s); and 
5. provide input for legislation needed to implement the 
plan and r·ecommendations. 
Objectives 
1. Establish the desired goals for vocational education programs. 
2. Discover needed changes in vocational programs to bridge 
the gap between existing and desired outcomes. 
3. Asertain the present status of vocational education programs 
and delivery systems using data from existing studies and 
reports whenever appropriate, 
1 
4. Ascertain whether all students have equal access to vocat ional 
educational programs . 
S. Ascertain needed modifications in delivery systems and 
variable alternative delivery systems . 
6. Estimate the costs invo l ved in establ i shing and modify i ng 
de li very systems. 
7. Document resources needed fo r modified or alternative de live ry 
systems . 
8. Provide a plan for implementation of t he recommended changes 
in vocational education programs and delivery systems. 
9. Ascertain legislation action requ i red and formu l ate recom-
mendations for facilitating such action for the establishment 
of modified or new delivery systems . 
AREA VOCATIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 
Overview 
Vocational education for secondary-age students is i n a state of 
change . Discrepancies exist between the career vocationa l interest and 
needs of youth, the complexities of demands of the world-of-work job 
ma r ket, and the adequacy of vocational programming provided to the youth 
of Iowa. To meet these challenges, the Area Vocational Planning Council is 
designed to assist in improving the quality and quantity of vocational 
programs serving the youth of Iowa. 
Change in vocational education is imperative--the Area Vocationa l 
Planning Council is a proposed human resource that cou l d assist in planning 
the needed changes for improvement of vocational education . The educa t ional 
system needs the impetus of the Area Vocational Planning Council . 
Philosophy of the Area Vocational Planning Council 
The fundamental purpose of the Area Vocational Plann ing Council is 
t o adv ise, consult, and recommend within the delivery framework of secondary 
vocational education in Iowa. The Area Vocational Planning Council is re-
sponsible for the coordination of planning for vocational education within 
the delivery framework of secondary vocational education in Iowa. The Area 
Vocational Planning Council is responsible for the coord ination of planning 
for vocational education within the merged area* district. 
*Me r ged area referred to in this document is the district area for 
the merged area schools which is the same geographic area for the area 
educa tion agencies. 
2 
Objectives 
The Area Vocational Planning Council exists to: 
• 
1. Verify and promote secondary vocational education in the 
merged area. 
2. Serve as the 1 inkage in the delivery system of secondary 
vocational education between the local school and the 
Department of Public Instruction. 
3. Assist in the development of articulated vocational 
programs (secondary through post-secondary) that wil 1 
aid the student in vocational development. 
4. Develop an area-wide plan for the delivery of secondary 
vocational education within the area. 
5. Make recommendations for coordinating the activities of 
various agencies (CETA, Council of Governments, Rehabil ita-
tion and Education Services Branch (RESB) of the Department 
of Public Instruction) that can assist in delivering voca-
tional education to secondary students. 
6. Make recommendations to local education agencies (LEA's) 
merged area schools, and private schools concerning voca-
tional education. 
7. Serve in an advisory role for the improvement of secondary 
vocational education. 
3 
Responsibility/Procedure/Explanation/Time Frame 
The chart on the following pages details the relationship between the 
four components of the responsibilities of the area vocational planning council 
to the (1) procedures to be followed, (2) explanation, and (3) time frame 
for initiating the objectives of the area vocational planning council. 
Personnel Requirements and Explanation 
1. Area Vocational Planning Council Director. The AVPC director is 
employed by the Department of Public Instruction to direct 
and coordinate the responsibilities and work plan of the AVPC. 
The director will be the executive officer of the AVPC. The 
AVPC will select from its own membership a chairperson and a 
secretary. 
The AVPC director will meet the qualifications, including 
certification level, of the Department of Public Instruction 
for this level position. It is recommended that the MA degree 
be required and that the individual have a thorough·working 
knowledge of vocational education and public school administra-
tion. 
The AVPC director will be responsible for coordinating the 
development of the AVPC plan for vocational education for the 
area and will submit reports to agencies as appropriate. 
The AVPC director will be responsible for coordinating the 
development of the AVPC and the area plan for vocational 
education. 
2. Membership in the AVPC . Membership in the AVPC will be for 
a three-year term. The terms of membership will be established 
on a 1-2-3 year basis determined by lot. Any member may be 
reappointed once for a three-year term with a minimum of one 
year break in service after second appointment before again 
becoming a member of AVPC. No member may serve more than six 
years. 
The five members representing agriculture, industry, health 
labor, and business that serve on the AVPC shall also be members 
of the area vocational advisory committee. This dual members hip 
will be the 1 inkage between the two committees. 
3. Area Vocational Advisory Committee. The committee will be 
representative of the total geographic area and membership 
terms shall be established the same as the AVPC. 
The area vocational advisory committee will elect a chairperson 
and secretary. Ideal size of membership is recommended at 
15-40 members. 
4 
Vl 
RESPONSIBILITY 
--- .. 
I. Organize the merged area to carry 
out the mission of the AVPC. 
• Provide linkage to DPI and LEA 
• Develop coordination with 
KASC & AEA 
• Develop coordination to outside 
• agenc1es 
o Coordinate with State Plan 
Planning and Accountability 
Committee 
• Work with consultant from DPI 
AREA VOCATIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL PERFORMANCE CHART 
PROCEDURE EXPLANATION TIHE FRAME 
-- --
1.2.1 Secure appointments forming the AVPC. 1.3.1 Membership structure described below: 
• Formation supervised by DPI 
consultant 
• AEA appointments made at area 
superintendent meeting 
• AEA membership selected internally 
within the organization 
• Merged area schools selected internally 
within the organization 
• Private school membership determined 
by private school administration 
• Members from business, agriculture, 
hedlth, labor and industry selected by 
10 members described above 
1.2.2 Elect officers of AVPC. 
1.2.3 Establish operations budget. 
1.2.4 Set p;ocedura1 time line. 
1 .2.5 Set goals of AVPC. 
• Coordinating with all agencies 
• Advising to proper agencies 
• Consulting to local schools on plan-
• n1ng 
• Recommending to proper agencies 
Participants -
(1) Local Education Agencies 
A. 3 administrators 
8. 3 board members 
(2) Area Education Agency 
A. 1 administrator 
B. 1 board member 
(3) Merged Area School 
A. 1 administrator 
B. 1 board member 
(4) Private school 
A. 1 administrator or representa-
• t 1 ve 
(5) One member each from business, 
industry, agriculture, labor and 
health 
Membership shall be representative of 
the total geographic area. 
1.3.2 Budget shall follow guidelines of OPt 
and be approved by OPI. 
1.3.3 Duties include notification of dates and 
places of quarterly (four) meetings. 
SUGGEST -
3 months 
(July 
August 
and September) 
2. 
(j\ 
"' 
Develop the plan for delivery of 
secondary vocat,onal education in 
the merged area. 
1.2.6 Organize the Area Vocational 
Advisory Committee. Duties 
Include: 
• Assist in determining industry needs 
• Assist in determining students• needs 
and interests 
• Assist in development of needed 
resources 
• Advise AVPC on development and 
implementation of the planning process 
2.2.1 Establish the objectives and anticipated 
outcomes 
• Se cure assistance of advisory 
• committee 
2.2.2 Assign personnel to develop the plan. 
2.2.3 Develop time frames. 
2.2.4 Conduct curriculum/program assessment. 
• Instruments designed 
Gather basic data 
• Analyze data 
2.2.5 Present recommendations. 
2.2.6 Distribution/disseminate information. 
2.2.7 Establish time tables for irnplementation. 
2 . 2 . 8 Secure approval of State Board of Public 
In s truction 
1 .3.6 Membership structure described below: 
Participants -
(1) Parents (of currently enrolled 
student) 
(2) Students (currently enrolled in 
vocational program 
(3) lay public person 
(4') High school teacher 
(5) Governmental units 
(6) Minority groups 
(7) Handicapped 
(8) Same members as indicated in 
(S) of AVPC membership 
Area Vocational Advisory Committee 
shall have a minimum of 2 meetings a 
year. one of which shall be with Area 
Vocational Planning Council. 
SUGGEST -
6 months 
(October 
through March) 
3. Coordinate the plan of deli vering 
secondary vocational education in 
a merged area. 
4. Evaluate the area vocational 
plan prepared by the AVPC. 
~ 
41 
3.2.1 Establish as part of quarterly meetings 3.3. 1 
with agencies the process of coordinating 
activities. 
Contact needs to be established with 
CETA, Council of Governments, Vocational 
Rehabilitation and others to Insure 
coordination of efforts. 
3.2.2 Conduct four quarterly meetings per 
year. 
4.2.1 Evaluation plan should be designed. 
4.2.2 Members of AVPC should n1ake periodic 
visits to vocational programs 
4.2.3 Reports by AVPC are made to OPI and to 
State Vocational Advisory CoiMlittee 
upon request. 
3.3.2 Outside agencies should be invited 
to appropriate quarterly meetings 
held by AVPC. 
4.3. J Coordination with DPI essential. 
The area plan must have approval of 
State Board of Public Instruction. 
4.).2 OPI guidelines for evaluation and 
planning vocational programs are 
followed. 
4.3.3 The AVPC plan for vocational programs 
in the area is reviewed yearly. 
Recormlended changes are noted. 
4.).4 Local and joint effort vocational 
programs are evaluated by OPI. 
4.3.5 Ascertain if all guidelines of the AVPC 
pI an have been fo II owed and met. 
' 
SUGGEST -
2 months 
(Apr II 
and Hay) 
SUGGEST -
1 month -
June 
• 
SUGGESTED AREA VOCATIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP STRUCTURE 
State Board of Public Instruction 
Division of 
Career Education 
Area Vocational Planning Council 
------------------------------------------------· I 
Participants: : ( 1 ) Local Education Agencies 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Participants: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A. Three Administrators 
B. Three Board Members 
Area Education Agency 
A. One Administrator 
B. One Board Member 
Merged Area Schools 
A. One Administrator 
B. One Board Member 
Private Schools 
A. One Administrator or Representative 
One member each from Business, 
Agriculture, Industry, Health, Labor 
I 
--·-- --------------------------------------------
I 
I 
' 
Area Vocational Advisory Committee 
(15-20 Members) 
4--------------------------------------------------
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Parents 
Students 
Lay Public 
High School Teachers 
Government Units 
Business 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( 10) 
( 11 ) 
( 12) 
Agriculture 
Industry 
Health 
Labor 
Minority Groups 
Handicapped 
·----------------------------------------~--------J 
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A P P E N D I X G 
STUDENT NEEDS SURVEY 
STUDENT NEEDS SURVEY 
DATE COUNTY NAME ,----------------
---------------- ----------------
SCHOOL DISTRICT MALE 
-------------------------------- ------
FEMALE--- GRADE __ _ 
1. What is your career occupational goal? 
--------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. How certain are you of your career goal? (Please circle) 
a. Very Certain b. Somewhat Certain c. Not ·certain At All 
3. If you wanted more information about a career. do you know how to get that 
information? (Please circle) 
a. Yes b. Unsure c. No 
4. I know how to develop my career plan. (Please circle) 
a. Yes b. Unsure c. No 
5. Ho~ important has paid work been in forming your career goal? (Please circle) 
a. Very Important b. Unsure c. Not Important 
6. How important has volunteer work been in forming yout career goal? (Please circle) 
a. Very Important b. Unsure c. Not Important 
7. Would you like to have the opportunity to learn about careers in n real business 
or industrial setting? (Please circle) 
a. Yes b. Unsure c. No 
8. Please rank the following individuals from the person providing the most information 
(rank 1) to the person providing the least information (rank 6) about potential 
careers. Do not rank those that provide no information. 
a. Friends (Classmates) d. Counselor 
b. Parents e. t-Unis ter 
c. Teachers f. Friends (Adults) 
9. For exploring careers in a real business/industry setting - (Please circle u11e for 
each questlon.) 
a. What grade level do you feel is best? a. lOth b. 11th c. 12th 
b. How long should the exploration be? (Hours Per Day) 
a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. All Day 
c. How many semesters? a. 1 or b. 2 
10. Do you feel your school offers a variety of programs/courses to help students in 
choosing a career? (Please circle.) 
a. Yes b. Unsure c. No 
11. What do you think you'll do after you leave high school? Rank 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 
as many as you would like of the following: 
a. __ Work 
b. Go to a Vocational 
-- School 
c. 
--
d. 
Get Married 
Go into Service 
e. Go to a University 
or College 
12. If you plan on working after high school graduation, how far away from your present 
home would you be willing to go to secure your first job? (Check one only) 
a. 0 to SO Miles c. 100 to 500 Miles 
b. 50 to 100 Miles d. Over 500 
----
- - -
1 
13. In the left column please 
circle your choice. 
Holo/ important to you are 
these Work Traits in obtain-
ing and keeping a job? 
Very Somewhat Not Impor-
Important Important ~~ntAt All 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
WORK TRAITS 
A-Dependabili ty 
B-Cornpatability 
C-Neatness 
D-Honesty 
E-Responsibility 
F-Willing to Work 
G-Initiative 
H-Aggressiveness 
!-Common Sense 
J-Corranunication 
Skills 
In the right column please 
circ]e your choice. 
How well prepared do you feel 
you are in this Work Trait 
area? 
Very Somewhat Not 
Prepared Pre~ed_ Prcp~_reJ 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 ) .. 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
J 2 3 
-----------------4-_________ ___.. ___________ ------ --
In the left column please 
circle your choice. 
How important to you are 
these Work Skills in obtain-
ing and keeping a job? 
Very Somewhat Not lmpor-
lmportant ~portaut ta11t At All WORK SKILLS 
-
t-----~ 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
10-82 
j 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
l 
A-Mechanical 
B-Math 
C-Communication 
D-Organization 
E-Manipulation 
F-Management 
G-Measurement 
H-Reading 
!-Typing/Shorthand/ 
Dictaphone 
J-Telephone 
K-Office Hachines 
L···Computer 
M-Filing/Recordkeeping 
____ ___,_ 
2 
fn the r lgh t <.'O l unm ph•aHt' 
circle your choJc~. 
How well prepared do you 
feel you arc in this Work 
Skills area? 
Vf:'ry ~omewhat Not 
Prepared Preeored .!:_rc,.P..tred_ 
1 2 3 
l 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
l ) 
-
J 
1 ? 
-
) 
I 2 3 
1 2 3 
In the event that more vocational education programs are available for students 
i n your high school, this survey would like to identify wha t programs and 
occupational areas are of the most interest. 
From the following list of occupational areas/programs, please rank your 
first three choices that you would be interested in taking in high school . 
Occupational Areas/Programs 
1. Barber 
2. Beautician 
3. Wig/Hair Salon 
4. Pet Grooming 
5. Social Worker/Welfare Work 
6. Government Clerk 
7. Family Service Agency 
8. Local/County/State Government 
Worker 
9. Water Resources and Control 
10. Forest and Wildlife 
Conservation Control 
11. Sanitation Technician 
12. Industry Pollution Control 
13. Photography 
14. Telephone/Telegraph Worker 
15. Radio/TV Broadcasting 
16. Data Processing 
17. Appliance Repair 
18. Communication Electronics 
19. Industrial Electronics 
20. Lineman 
21. Machinery 
22. Horticulture 
23. Farm Operation 
24. Agri Business 
25. Floriculture 
Choice Ill 
Choice 112 
Choice 113 
10-82 
26. Clerk Typist 
27. Office Machines 
28. Receptionist 
29. Secretary 
30. Computer Operator 
31. Hospital Orderly or Aide 
32. Dietetic Aide 
33. Lab or X-Ray Technician 
34. Clinical Assistant 
35. Emergency Medical Technician 
36. Mechanics 
37. Building Trades 
38. Electric Wiring 
39. Welding 
40. Draftsman 
41. Custodial Services 
42. Machinist 
43. Auto Body Repair 
44. Graphic Arts 
45. Plumbing/Heating 
46. Child Care 
47. Alterations/Sewing 
48. Interior Decorating 
49. Homemaking Aide 
50. Sales 
51. Wholesale Distributor 
52. Warehouse Work 
53. Dispatcher/Shipper 
54. Packaging 
55. Checker 
56. Cashier 
57. Stocker 
3 
-·~ DEFINITI ON OF WO RK TRAITS AND WOR K SKILLS " 
WORK TRAITS 
A. Dependability -The ability to perform or carry out your duties and responsi-
bilities as a worker . Being relied upon to do specifically what i s assigned 
and expected. 
B. Compatabilty - The ability to get along with other people or workers. 
C. Neat ness - Being neat in your dress And in t he way you perform your job tasks/ 
duties. 
D. Honesty - Being fair, sincere, truthful, trustworthy. 
E. Responsibility - Ability t o perform , think and act according to what is expected 
of you by your employer. 
F. Wi lling to Work - Wanting to work not just to earn money but to fulfill other 
needs, being needed, satisfaction of contribut i ng and accomplishing , expres-
sion of abilities, etc. 
G. I nitiative -Ability to move ahead on one's own motivation, start the ball 
r oll i ng, doing something without having to be told. 
H. Aggressiveness- Doing a job or task with a bold and energetic attitude. Push 
ahead with vigor and persistance in a favorable sense. 
I. Common Sense - Ability to use good judgment based on your past experience to 
make decisions or accomplish your responsibilities. 
J. Communicative Skills -Ability to talk, listen, respond, understand. explain, 
express your ideas to whomever you come in contact with on the job. 
WORK SKILLS 
A. Mechanical - Ability to understand how simple machines work 7 how to assemble , 
disassemble, maintain, identify, malfunction, connect-disconnect. 
B. Mat h - Ability to apply simple adding, subtraction , division and multiplication 
to one's job responsibilities. 
C. Communication- Ability to speak (verbally and nonverbally) , write, listen to 
fellow employees and customers. 
D. Or ganization - Ability to put things in order--schedules, tasks, priorities, 
goals, etc. 
E. Manipulation - Ability to accomplish a task, goal or idea by utilizing various 
methods, procedures, ways or alternatives. 
F. Management - Ability to conduct one's responsibilities, utilizing least amount 
of time, money and energy . 
G. Measurements - Knowledge of and ability to apply measurement units. 
H. Reading - Ability to identify, understand, interpret, decipher labels, 
l etters, articles, billings, etc. 
I. Typing/Shorthand - Ability to type, take shortlland, operate dictapl1one. 
J . Telephone - Ability to properly communicate over the telephone. 
K. Office Machines - Ability to use and maintain various machines used in 
offices. 
L. Computer Operation -Ability to use the terminal key board, input and 
output data. 
M. Fili ng/Recordkeeping - Ability to organize printed material according to 
a system. 
Fo r teacher's use if additional explanation needed by students . 
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A P P E N D I X H 
STUDENT FOLLOW-UP 
EBCE FOLLOW-UP 
SURVEYS 
Year Gr sduated 
STUDE NT FOLLOW-UP 
Pa r ents ' Name 
---------------------------------------- Telephone 
Studen t ' s Name 
----------------------------------------- Telephone 
Presen t Add r ess 
• If en r olled i n a vocational program while i n high school, please check the 
pr ogram(s) . 
Vocationa l Agriculture 
Dist r ibutive Education 
---
---
Industrial Ar ts 
Office Educa t ion 
Trades and Industries Health Occupations 
Home Economics (Car pentry, Welding, e t c . ) 
Others 
---
• Afte r graduation from high school, which did you pursue? 
CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION 
Four-year college degree 
____ Two- year college degree 
Ar ts & Sciences , __ 
Vocational/Technical 
Private, Business, Trade or 
Technical School 
ENTER WORK FORCE 
Became Employe.d 
---
Entered Military Service 
---
Homemaker (Married) 
---
Unemployed 
---
Other 
What spec i fic field of training did you pursue in college? 
Did you complete the training/educational program pursued? Yes No 
When enter ing the work force either after high school or college , what was your 
first job title? 
Do you still hold that same job today? Yes No 
If not, check the answer that best suits your status. 
---
---
Changed t o a different job 
Promoted to a different job 
Went back to college or 
addit i onal t raining 
Title 
---------------------------------------
Other 
----------------------------------------
How many miles away from home/school was your first job located? (miles) 
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1977-78 EBCE STUDENTS FOLLOW-UP 
*After graduation from high school, which did you pursue? 
CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION 
Four-year college degree 
ENTER WORK FORCE 
Became employed 
Two-year college degree Entered Military Service 
Arts & Sciences , __ Homemaker (Married) 
Vocational/Technical 
Private, Business, Trade or 
Technical School 
Unemployed 
Other 
*Did you complete the training/educational program pursued? Yes No 
None 
*Do you still hold that same job today? Yes No Yes, part-time 
*If not, check the answer that best suits your status. 
Changed to a different job 
Promoted to a different job 
Went back to college or additional training 
*How many miles away from home/school was your first job located? 
(Miles) 0-50: 
(State) I 0\1'/a : 
50-100: 
Other: 
over 100: 
*Looking back (4 years) after 1978, answer the following: 
--
YES NO 1 • Was EBCE worth it? (did it help you decide about your 
future) 
YES NO 
--
, __ 
9th 10th 
-'- --11th 12th 
-- --YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
One semester 
--One year 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Would you advise EBCE for all high school students? 
What grade level would you recommend for the EBCE 
exper i en~e? 
If you have it to do over again, do you think you would 
decide to participate in EBCE? 
As a result of EBCE did your attitudes toward work 
change? 
As a result of EBCE did your attitudes toward education 
change? 
Do you think the EBCE experience should be one semester 
or one year? 
#Completed schooling in a site-related field - YES NO 
#Entered work in a site-related field-------- YES NO----
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A P P E N D I X I 
PARENT SURVEY 
• 
PARENT SURVEY 
SCHOOL 
Please circle the grade of your son or daughter. 9 10 1 1 12 
Please answer these i terns "yes 11 , 11 711 , or 11no''. We wou 1 d prefer that you 
not consult your high school age son or daughter when completing this 
form. This is to be your opinion. 
1. I feel my son or daughter needs considerable help with 
his/her future educational and career plans. 
2. If my son or daughter needed help in trying to decide 
on a career or area of study for a job, I would 1 ike 
for him/her to seek help from the following people? 
(mark each response.) 
3. 
a. Counselor 
b. Other school personnel (teachers, administrators, 
etc.) 
c. Re 1 at i ve 
d. Other 
My son or daughter receives necessary information 
regarding trade, vocational, or col lege training. 
4. My son or daughter receives the necessary information 
about himself/herself related to future educational 
and career planning. 
5. Has the school counselor helped your son or daughter 
to examine his/her abilities, personality and interests 
as they may relate to his/her future plans? 
6. The counselor has assisted my son or daughter on how 
to make decisions in pursuit of his/her goals. 
7. Has the schoo1 provided you an opportunity to discuss 
the educational plans of your son or daughter? 
8. There is a need for the school to provide more infor-
mation to the parents concerning plans related to their 
son or daughter. 
9. Have you been informed regarding the Guidance program 
in your local school? 
10. The counselor works closely with my son or daughter 
in developing his/her confidence to relate effectively 
to the school and other students. 
1 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES 7 • NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YE S ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES 7 NO 
1 1 • The teachers seem to work closely in helping my 
son or daughter to develop confidence in being 
able to relate effectively to the school and 
other students. 
12 . If my son or daughter had a p~rsonal problem 
that was of real concern to him/her, I would 
like for him/her to seek help from the following 
people: (mark each response) 
a . Counselor 
b . Other school personnel (teachers, 
administrators, etc.) 
c. Re 1 at i ve 
d. Other 
1 3. I fee 1 my son or daughter has to fit in to a 
certain slot in the school program and has very 
little freedom to select a course of study of 
his/her own choosing. 
14. The curriculum offerings in the school seem to 
meet the needs of the individual student. 
15. Most of the teachers are doing an excellent job 
in making their classes as meaningful as possible 
for the students. 
16. The teachers do all they can to relate their 
classes to the needs of my son or daughter's 
future plans. 
17. There appears to be trust and confidence between 
students and teachers. 
18. My son or daughter looks forward to going to 
school each day. 
19. The school doesn't seem to care about the 
students. 
20. Many of the classes being taught seem to be 
irrelevant to the current needs of my son 
or daughter. 
21. It seems my son or daughter has to take many 
classes which are of no possible use to 
h im/her. 
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• 
YES ? • NO 
YES ? NO • 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO • 
YES ? NO • 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
? 
• NO YES 
YES ? NO 
YES ? NO 
A P P E N D I X J 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY SURVEY 
• 
DIRECTIONS FOR INTERVIEWER 
For each job title identified at the business/industry complete 
a separate section on Interview B. Use the guide listed below to 
assist you in identifying basic work skills and basic work traits. 
The basic work skills and traits listed below were used as 
suggestions or ideas by the personnel conducting the survey to 
help identify work skills and traits required by the employer for 
employment. 
BASIC WORK SKILLS 
(Cognitive Manipulative) 
Measurement Skills 
--Basic Hand Tool Skill 
--Basic Hand Power Took Skil 1 
--Basic Typing 
--Basic Recording of Information 
--Basic Classifying of Information 
--(Sorting Data) 
Basic Locating of Information 
--and Following Directions 
Basic Telephone Skills 
--Basic Physical Dexterity Skills 
--Knowledge of Procedure 
--
1 
BASIC WORK TRAITS 
(Affective Characteristics) 
Safety Practices 
, __ 
Adapting to Change 
--Neatness 
--Orderliness 
--Sense of Responsibility 
--Cooperative Attitude 
--Dependability/Punctuality 
--Sense o f Leadership 
--Respect for Property 
--
Time -
----
6/1/82 
BUSINESS SURVEY 
(Personal Interview Sample) 
Name of business being s urveyed 
-----------------------
Address 
Purpose of the business 
-------------------------------------------------------------Name and position of person providing information 
BASIC INFORMATION 
A. How many employees are currently employed? Full-time Part-T ime 
------
Are some seasonaJ? Yes No 
--
If some jobs are seasonal. please give the number that are full-time and 
those that are part-time. Full-time Part-Time 
-----
In which of the following months are seasonable job available? (Circle the Jetter.) 
a. January 
b. February 
c. March 
d. Apr i I 
e. May 
f. June 
g. 
h. 
• 
I • 
• J 0 
k. 
1. 
July 
Augus t 
September 
October 
November 
December 
r-----------------------------------~~~---------------~----~---------------to. of Differer1t Do You Hire High No. 0f 
B. 1. 
----------------------------
Skill Positions School Graduates? Emplo)ees 
----
Projection - 5 year ( +) , (-) - 10 year __ ( +) 7 {-) 
Specific Jobs for High School Graduates-
------------------~--
Basic Work Skills Basic Work Traits 
------ ---
Po~t Secondary Training Required (Occupation5) 
---
~------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------l 
No. of Different Do You Hire High No. of I 
2. Ski I 1 Occupations School Graduates? Emp I o:tees 
1 
-
Projection - 5 year ( +) ' ( ) - 10 year ( +) ' (-) I -Specific Jobs for High School Graduates -
---------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Basic Work Skil Is Basic \.Jork Traits 
----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
----------------------- -
_____________ , ______ _ 
---
------------- --------·---------· --·--------- ---------
Post Secondary Trnining Required (Occupations) 
------ ------- --
---------------------------------------·------- -------·-
'------·---------------- ---------- ------------ _____ __j 
2 
3. 
Projection - 5 year 
--
No. of Different 
Skill Positions 
(+)' (-) -- 10 year 
Specific Jobs for High School Graduates -
Do You Hire High 
Scttool Graduates? 
( +) ' (-) 
--
Basic Work Skil Is Basic Work Traits 
Post Secondary Training Required (Occupations) 
No. of 
Employees 
-----' I 
C. Would your firm/business be interested in a cooperative training program with 
the 1 oca 1 schoo 17 Yes No 
1. 
--
If your business was In need of a new 
to hire? a. High School Graduate 
employee(s), which would you 
b. Vocational-Technical/ 
College Graduate 
prefer 
2. If you prefer to hire high school graduates, do you train them for the 
job(s)? a. Yes b. o 
3. If you have your own training program, how long is the training? 
(circle the letter) 
a. 3 \'leeks 
b. 4 - 6 weeks 
c. 7 - 10 weeks 
d. 11 ~,o1eeks or rno re 
D. Major reasons for failure of employees in tl1is firm/business/ 
' 
E. 
Lack of Communication Ski lis 
---Lack of Respect for Authority 
---Lack of Math Ski lis 
---Lack of Social Skills 
---Lack of Problem-Solving Ski II~ 
---Cannot Cope with Conflict and Change 
---
Employment of handicapped 
Do you hire handicapped? 
HANDICAPPED 
individuaJc; -
Yes No 
--
Cannot '..Jork with Fellow Workers 
---Human Ralati ons Ski lis 
---Cannot Work Within th\! Orqani?.a-
---t ion 
Not Dependable 
---Poor Work Habits 
---
Disabi I i ty 
------
Number of handicapped employees at the present time. 
---
The employer t1as found these individuals to make successful en1ployees. 
---
The othei employees have accepted the handicapped individual. 
---
The productivity of the handicapped has been accepred. 
---
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A P P E N D I X K 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF TASK FORCE 
Chapte XIII: 
T s o ce Recommendations 
Havtng considered the goals as stated in "Where We 
Should Be," and having reviewed the initiatives which will be 
required to mov~ Iowa toward a realization of those goals, 
the task force offers several specific recornmendations for 
consideration by the State Board of Public Instruction: 
1. Diversity, Access, and Responsiveness to Needs 
The task force recommends that by 1985 all 
elementary-secondary school districts of Iowa 
provide, or cooperate with other agencies to 
provide, for all students who can benefit therefrom, 
access to an adequate dtversity of vocational 
programs approved by the State Board of Public 
Instruction and responsive to the needs of students, 
and of agriculture, business, industry, and labor. 
a. Diversity 
The task force recommends that adequate 
diversity of vocational programs which will 
provide learning experiences to develop 
employability skills be interpreted to mean a 
minimum of 10 programs of instruction in not 
less than five of the recognized vocational 
service areas, including but not limited to 
agriculture, distributive education, health, home 
economics, office occupations, and trade and 
industrial; or in not less than five of the 
recognized 15 occupational clusters including 
but not limited to: agribusiness and natural 
resources, business and off1ce occupations, 
communication and media, construction, 
consumer and homemaking, environment, fine 
arts and humanities, health occupations, 
hospitality and recreation, manufacturing, 
marketing and distribution, marine sctence 
occupations, personal serv1ces occupations, 
public service, and transportation. 
b. Access 
The task force recommends that delivery 
systems be developed which will assure that all 
students who desire and can benefit from 
vocational programs will have equity of access 
to such programs. In the event that a local 
school dist r ict cannot accommodate all 
students, even though the district does provide 
• 
the required diversity of offerings, the task force 
recommends that the district provide to those 
st udents not accommodated by the resident 
district an opportunity to enroll in an 
appropriate State Board approved program in 
a.1other agency, and make appropriate payment 
to that agency for the enrollment period. 
c. Responstveness to Need 
T he task force reconlmends that the vocational 
programs provided respond foremost to the 
needs and desires of students to gaan entry-level, 
, 
I 
2. 
, 
3. 
job-ready, wage-earning employability skills, but 
that such programs also be planned a nd 
implemented in response to personnel needs of 
agnculture, business, and industry within the 
local community, the region, and the state. 
Planning 
The task force recommend 15 area planntng 
councils (APCs) be established to serve areas whose 
respechve boundanes will be cotermanous unth the 
boundaries of existing area educataon 
agenctest merged areas. In the event that avatlable 
resources and/ or other considerations preclude the 
early and sunultaneous establishment of 15 APCs, 
the task force recommends that the area planning 
concept be inttiated by estabhsh1ng two APCs by not 
later than July 1, 1981 and that APCs for the 
remaintng areas be established b~, not later than July 
1, 1983. 
a. Representation on APCs 
The task force recommends that locdl school 
dtstricts, merged areas, area education agenctes 
and other appropriate publics have appropriate 
representation on the APCs. A proposal for 
representation on an APC is included for 
consideration in Appendix E. 
b. Developing Guidelines 
The task force recommends that th~ 
Department of Pubhc lnstructton develop 
guidelines for the estabhshtnent dnd operation 
of APCs by July 1, 1980 (Suggested gutdelines 
are provided in Appendices C and E) 
c. Assuring Planning for Vocational Educat1on 
The task force recommends that area planning 
councils provide for planning in their respective 
geographical areas to facilitate accessibility and 
diversity of vocational programs, and provision 
of adequate support servtces and cost·effective 
delivery systems. 
d. Administering and Coordinating of APCs 
The task force recommends that staff from the 
Career Education Division of the Iowa 
Department of Public Instruction provide 
technical ass1stance through the APCs to all 
eligible recipients in carrytng out their planning 
responsibilities. 
Delivery Systems 
The task force recommends that area planning 
councils and boards of local school districts, merged 
areas, and area education agencies give 
consideratton to the possibilittes for increasing 
d1vers1ty and accessibility of vocationdl offerings 
through a greater utilization of jointly admtnastered 
programs. 
4. Community Relations 
Recognizing the importance of community 
resources and their potential value to school 
vocational programs, the task force recommends 
that local districts, merged areas, and area 
education agencies promote cooperation with 
community agriculture, business, industry, and 
labor in providing instruction and learning sites for 
vocational programs, and in establishing effective 
linkages with all appropriate community interest 
groups and resources including but not limited to 
CET A, rehabilitation education and services, special 
education, and proprietary school programs. 
5. Articulation 
The task force recommends that the State Board of 
Public Instruction begin promptly to develop policies 
on articulation which will assure that students do not 
experience unnecessary duplication of instruction 
and delays in reaching their occupational objectives, 
and that, upon completion of approved vocational 
programs in educational agencies serving 
secondary-age students, those students will be able 
to qualify for advanced placement in a merged area 
school or other postsecondary educational 
agencies, or wiiJ be prepared for entry-level 
employment. 
6. Student Organizations 
The task force recommends that student 
organizattons approved by the Department of Public 
Instruction be encouraged and that they be 
supported as part of the organized vocational 
program. 
7. Standards 
a. The task force recommends that the State 
Board, through the Department of Public 
Instruction, activate a program to strengthen 
enforcement of extsting standards and statutory 
provisions pertaining to board-approved 
vocational pt ograms. The following specific 
sections of the loLUO Code are ctted in 
relationship to this recommendation: Sections 
258.1, 258.9, 280A.l(S), and Chapter 289. The 
task fo ce recommends that by 1985 Section 
25 7.25(6J(h) be modified in the interest of 
compliance with the recommendahons herein 
stated to read: 
A minimum of 10 programs of instruction 
in not less than five of the recognized 
vocational service areas, including but not 
limited to agriculture, distributive 
education, health, home economics, office 
occupations, and trade and industrial; or 
1n not less than five of the recognized 15' 
occupa1ional clusters including but not 
limited to: agribusiness and natural 
resources, business and office 
2 
occupations, communication and media, 
construction, consumer and home-
making, environment, fine arts, and 
humanities. 
b. The task force respectfully recommends that 
the Board promptly initiate a program to 
improve the quality of support services for 
vocational education programs for secondary-
age students, including but not limited to the 
following : staff development; curriculum 
development; evaluation; guidance services 
including counseling, informational services 
placement, and follow-up. 
c. Further, the task force similarly recommends 
that the Board review the adequacy of existing 
facilities and equipment for vocational programs 
for secondary-age students and develop and 
implement a program of improvement to assure 
that all students have access to vocational 
programs in a satisfactory )earning environment 
consistent with the job sett ing for gainful 
employment. 
8. Funding 
a. The task force recommends that funding for 
vocational education for students of secondary 
school-age be provided to assure quality and 
efficiency of offerings and to bring equity of 
access and diversity of program opportunities at 
the exploratory and preparatory stages of 
occupational deve!opment. 
i) The task force recommends that funding 
approaches be provided that recognize 
the variahon in costs of preparing students 
for employment in different job areas and 
that take into account the cost of the 
delivery system utilized. T ""'o proposals 
for funding, based on these 
considerations, are included in Appendix 
F. 
ii) The task force recommends that 
assistance be provided to procure new or 
replacement equipment required for 
exist ing State Board approved programs 
and new equipn1ent for new and 
expanding vocational programs, and that 
the level of reimbursement for new 
equipment be maintained at not less than 
50 percent through 1985. 
iii) The task force recornmi!nds th3t funding 
be provided to promote jointly 
administered programs in order that the 
n1ost effective utilization of available 
resources for optimum progratnming is 
realized. 
iv) The task force recommends that the 
Department of Public Instruction assure 
that aid allocated for support of approved 
vocational programs be expended to meet 
the intent of the approved program, and 
that the aid be accounted for according to 
established fiscal procedures. 
v) The task force recommends that state and 
federal vocational aid be continued as a 
means to maintain and or improve quality 
of existing programs, and to increase 
equity of access and diversity of 
opportunity through new and expanded 
programs. 
vi) The task force recommends that financial 
assistance be provided for capital 
improvements which are necessary to 
develop adequate facilities to meet 
program requirements. 
vii) The task force recommends that funding 
3 
be appropriated for the establishment of 
15 APCs, includtng planning models as 
deemed necessary. 
viii) The task force recommends that 
transportation costs incurred in providing 
equity of access and diversity of program 
opportunities be recognized as a part of 
the distnct's operating costs. 
b. Recognizing the complexity of developing an 
effective funding basis for vocational education, 
the task force respectfully recommends that the 
State Board complete by July 1, 1982 an in-
depth study to develop equitable funding 
approaches which encourage the development 
of appropriate vocationdl programs for 
secondary-age students, and whtch assure the 
maintenance of high quality in those programs 10 
the years ahead. 
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A P P E N D I X L 
STORM LAKE CENTER 
A LEAGUE MODEL 
A. Historical Overview of Joint Effort Programs in Buena Vista County 
During the 1969-70 school year, the superintendents from Buena 
Vista County and the surrounding area began discussing the need 
for programs to better serve the needs of students who were not 
doing well in traditional college prep programs. All possible 
options were discussed. Options were each local school operating 
one or more programs and sharing with the others or establishing 
some kind of centralized center in which such programs could be 
operated. Contact was made with Iowa Central Community College 
and, after lengthy discussion and planning, the college agreed to 
try to pilot two joint-effort secondary career vocational programs. 
B. Common Goals for the League of Schools 
1. Commitment to career education for all children, grades K-12, 
with emphasis upon: 
1. Self-Concept 3. Exploration 
2. Self-Awareness 4. Preparation 
2. Realization that every child is an individual and, as such, 
is entitled to a program which will allow bim/her to rea c h 
his/her maximum potential. 
3. Commitment to a curriculum that will foster in every child an 
understanding of American democracy and awareness of the rights 
and responsibilities of citizenship. 
4. Commitment to a curriculum that will provide learning experi-
ences that will teach the basic knowledge and skills necessary 
to provide students with the ability to function in everyday 
life and reach the best decisions possible for their lives. 
5. Commitment to a league concept of sharing costs and pooling 
students, to develop and sustain viable curriculum offerings 
in coordination with Iowa Central Community College and Area 
Education Area 5. 
6. Commitment to a league concept whereby each school will realize 
its responsibility to provide the programs, setting and staff 
to make the above goals possible. 
C. Objectives of Secondary Occupational Career Programs 
These career education programs are designed to accomplish the 
following broad objectives: 
1. Provide the student with practical learning experiences so he 
may form a basis for a career choice upon graduation from high 
school. 
1 
2. Develop within the student the necessary skills and knowledges 
so he can enter the world of work within a given occupational 
field. 
3. Provide the student with those guidance activities from which 
he can formulate a personal career plan for his desired 1 ife 
style. 
' 
4. Provide the student with those skills and knowledges necessary 
for further training in either a two-year or four-year college 
or vocational school within a chosen occupational field. 
D. Evaluation 
Beca~se of the interest in this cooperative program involving public 
or parochial secondary schools and the community college, and be-
cause of the recency of career education movement, the pilot project 
was evaluated by the University of Iowa, Center of Research and 
Administration. In brief, the third party evaluation advances this 
conclusion; 
"The Secondary Career Education Center programs provide 
quality career education instruction for students that 
would not have been possible without this cooperative 
project." 
E. Legal Authority 
Chapter 280A, Code of Iowa, provides the legal basis for the com-
munity college for the joint effort programs and for services to 
the handicapped. 
1. Programs for all students of high school age who may best 
serve themselves by enrolling for vocational and technical 
training while also enrolled in a local high school, public 
or private. 
2. Vocational education for persons who have academic, socio-
economic, or other handicaps which prevent succeeding in 
regular vocational education programs. 
The 28E agreement is the vehicle for developing and implementing 
cooperative agreements between the community college, area educa-
tion agency and local school district. 
F. Schedule and Credit 
Secondary students attend 
two credits per semester. 
in length. 
the center one-half day and receive 
Al 1 secondary programs are full year 
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IOWA CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
STORM LAKE CENTER 
"YOUR PLACE TO BEGIN" 
916 Russell Street 
Storm Lake, Iowa 50588 
(712) 732-2991 
SECONDARY PROGRAMS 
BUILDING TRADES - This program is designed to develop the 
student's understanding of the building trade; the use of tools 
and equipment; to perform safe practices of the trade; and to 
provide an opportunity to develop skills in the trade by providing 
actual construction projects. 
COSMETOLOGY - is co-sponsored with the Faust Institute of 
Cosmetology and is open primarily to seniors to allow them to 
continue their training after high school graduation to complete 
the work necessary for licensing as a Cosmetologist in the state 
of Iowa. Up to 540 hours of instruction can be earned in the 
senior year toward the total of 2100 hours needed for licensing. 
ENGINE MECHANICS - provides students with a background 
in small engine theory and actual overhaul procedures; basic car 
tune-up and a variety of necessary shop skills needed in engine 
repair and maintenance. Also covered are automotive engines 
and the electrical, cooling, lubrication, exhaust and carburation 
systems. 
EXPERIENCE BASED CAREER EDUCATION (EBCE) - is a 
career exploration program that aids students in making career 
choices by using the community as a classroom. Studer-1ts spend 
four days a week observing and working in jobs that interest 
them and one day a week with the learning coordinator develop-
ing individualized activities for academic credit. 
HEALTH FIELD OCCUPATIONS- explores the health field 
professions in the classroom, on field trips and through clinical 
experience and observations (at hospitals, nursing homes, 
health field offices). Upon successful completion, the student 
can receive the 120 hour nurses aide certificate . 
. 
OFFICE EDUCATION SECRETARIAL & CLERICAL- offers 
instruction in all phases of the secretarial field. Students have 
access to modern office equipment. A work observation unit in 
area business offices allows students to see "office life" in action. 
• 
PRE-OFFICE OCCUPATIONS- is designed for juniors who 
wish to begin an intensive and thorough training in secretarial 
skills. Typing shorthand and accounting are included in this 
course. 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE - is a two year, four semester 
program for those students who wish to learn more about (1) 
livestock breeding, nutrition and management· (2) grain and 
forage crop production: (3) agriculture mechanics and (4) farm 
management. Students may take 1 2, 3, or 4 semesters of 
Vo-Ag. 
POST SECONDARY PROGRAMS 
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSING - ASSOCIATE 
DEGREE NURSING - The first two years of classes are iden-
tical for both practical and associate degree nursing. The 
practical nursing student may finish with the summer session of 
the second year, the associate degree student takes a different 
summer session and continues another year and summer. 
GENERAL COLLEGE CREDIT EVENING CLASSES - A 
new schedule of courses is available each semester. It is possible 
for a student to complete their Associate in Arts degree in Storm 
Lake by attending these night classes. 
ADULT CLERICAL SKILLS WORKSHOP- is offered con-
tinually throughout the nine months of the school year. It is 
designed for people who wish to obtain beginning clerical skills 
and for those who wish to upgrade their skills in order to re-enter 
the labor market. 
G.E.D. TESTING CENTER 
This testing program enables adults who did not complete high 
school to take a series of five tests to demonstrate their General 
Education Development. Upon successful completion of the 
tests, they are eligible to receive the high school equivalency 
diploma. Instruction is available in Storm Lake at no charge for 
those students who wish to take "brush-up" classes prior to tak-
ing the tests. 
ADULT & COMMUNITY EDUCATION 
CONTINUING GENERAL EDUCATION - This category 
includes many avocational and recreational courses as well as a 
wide variety of general knowledge courses which provide oppor-
tunity for people to "learn something new". A new schedule of 
courses is offered three times throughout the year at the Storm 
Lake Center. 
ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION- These courses pro- · 
vide opportunities for adults to learn new skills, upgrade present 
skills, and to learn new techniques relating to their occupational 
needs. These courses are scheduled three times yearly. 
CONTINUING EDUCATION - Persons employed in several 
professions or occupations that are licensed by the state of Iowa 
are required to participate in a continuing education program as 
a condition of license renewal. Each individual licensing board 
determines the number of continuing education hours required 
and approves the sponsors of these activities. ICCC, Storm Lake 
Center, offers programs for cosmetologists, nurses, nursing 
home administrators and realtors. 
* * * * * * 
Iowa Central Community College, Storm Lake Center, 
recognizes its responsibility to meet the educational needs of the 
community and will try to accommodate any of these needs. If 
you have a need or desire to see a particular program and/ or 
area of education offered here, please contact the office at Storm 
Lake. If you desire further information either call or stop by the 
office at Storm Lake. ' 
CONTACT: Wallace Burns, Director 
or 
Carol Lichtenberg, Secretary 
(712) 732-2991 
916 N. Russess Street 
Storm Lake, Iowa 50588 
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AREA V SCHOOL 
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Area V consists of 45 public school districts and two parochial 
h1gh school unit s . 
Suggested population groupings are identified as follows: 
• Storm Lake Center (including Sac County) 
• Pocahontas and Humboldt Counties 
• Wright and Hamilton Counties 
• Calhoun and Greene Counties 
• Webster County 
1 
. . 
POPULATION CENTER GROUPINGS 
-
-12 
40% = 
1982/83 enrollment per school for grade 12. 
Estimated percent of high school senior class that may desire vocational 
education programming. This is the target population group to be served 
by vocational programming. 
Suggested ten programs of instruction. 10 --
STORM LAKE CENTER 
12 40% 
Sioux Rapids 35 14 
Albert City 38 15 
Newell 29 12 
Fonda 32 13 
Crestland 21 8 
Schaller 30 12 
Storm Lake 127 51 
S t . Mary ' s 36 1 4 
Alta 57 23 
405 162 
Sac City 
Odeboldt 
Wall Lake 
Lake View 
12 
60 
39 
32 
45 
176 
40% 
24 
1 5 
1 3 
18 
70 
Storm Lake Ctr. - 162 
Sac County - 70 
232 
232 ; 10 = 23 per program 
CALHOUN COUNTY 
12 40% 
Lytton 1 3 5 
Pomeroy 28 1 1 
Manson 58 23 
Lake City 41 16 
Loh rv i 11 e 22 8 
Rockwell City 59 23 
Cedar Valley 36 14 
257 100 
POCAHONTAS COUNTY 
1 2 40% 
Laurens 54 
Pocahontas 58 
Palmer 18 
Havelock 18 
Rolfe 23 
1 71 
22 
23 
7 
7 
9 
68 
HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
12 40% 
G i 1 more C i t y 
Humboldt 
Twin Rivers 
Boone Valley 
38 
148 
36 
20 
242 
Pocahontas County - 68 
Humboldt County - 96 
164 
15 
59 
14 
8 
96 
164 ~ 10 = 16 per program 
GREEN COUNTY 
12 40% 
Scranton 23 9 
Jefferson 93 37 
East Green e 29 12 
Paton/Churdan 28 1 1 
173 69 
Calhoun Co. - 100 
Greene Co. - 69 
169 
169 ; 10 = 17 per program 
2 
WRIGHT COUNTY 
12 
Goldfield 17 
Eagle Grove 95 
C 1 arion 80 
Dows 18 
210 
HAMILTON COUNTY 
12 
40% 
6 
38 
32 
7 
83 
40% 
Webster City 177 71 
NE Hamilton 36 14 
S. Hamilton 65 26 
Stratford 23 9 
301 120 
Wright Co. 83 
Hamilton Co. - 120 
203 
203 ~ 10 = 20 pe r program 
WEBSTER COUNTY 
12 40 '0 
Prairie 60 24 
Dayton 27 1 1 
Cent. Webster 30 12 
NW Webst e r 35 14 
152 61 
Webster Co. - 61 
Fo rt Dodge - 193 
254 
254 ~ 10 = 25 per program 
A P P E N D I X N 
RECOMMENDED SCHOOL STANDARD 
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 
As stated in Chapter XI I I of this report, it is recommended that 
Section 257.25(6)(h) be revised to read: 
A minimum of ten programs of instruction in not less 
than five of the recognized vocational service areas, 
including but not limited to agriculture, distributive 
education, health, home economics, office occupation, 
health, home economics, office occupations, and trade 
and industrial; or in not less than five of the recog-
nized 15 occupational clusters including but not limited 
to: agribusiness and natural resources, business and 
office occupations, communication and media, construction, 
consumer and homemaking, environment, fine arts and 
humanities, health occupations, hospitality and recrea-
tion, manufacturing, marketing and distribution, marine 
science occupations, personal services occupations, 
public service, and transportation. 
In addition, it is recommended that Chapters 258 and 289, Code of 
Iowa, be revised to incorporate the intent of the recommendations con-
_ ... 
tained in this proposal." 
*Final Report of the Task Force on Vocational Education, Iowa 
Department of Public Instruction, Des Moines, Iowa, page 45. 
A P P E N D I X 0 
HEALTH AIDE 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
HEALTH AIDE OCCUPATIONS 
Exploratory - Preparatory 
A. General Objectives 
Given adequate classroom instruction and clinical experience in the necessary 
content areas, a student upon completion of the program should be able to 
fulfill these objectives. The student should be able to: 
1 . Describe the rapidly expanding field of health service careers and 
the health service industry. 
2. Demonstrate some of the basic skills and knowledges co1mnon to entry-
level jobs in the health field. 
3. Function as an assistant to qualified professional persons in their 
chosen career field. 
4. Discuss the general code of ethics and decorum that is necessary to 
reflect credit on the health profession and on themselves. 
5. List his own capabilities and explain his own personal attributes as 
they reflect upon necessary qualifications for the various related career 
choices in the general health career field. 
B. Objectives for Aide Skills 
This unit is offered to prepare the student to perform simple and routine 
care procedures directed toward assisting the patient to meet his basic 
physical needs or to assist in the constant maintenance of the medical 
facility. The completion on this unit will enable the student to: 
1. Describe the physical plan, administrative structure, policies and 
purposes of the medical facility. 
2. Define his role as a member of the health team. 
3. Define medical ethics as it pertains to his role. 
4 . Display an awareness of the elements of personal hygiene. 
5. Relate the basic concepts of body structure and function. 
6. Demonstrate the prescribed techniques needed to provide comfort and 
safety for the patient. 
7. Explain elementary principles of asepsise 
8. Identify aide tasks appropriate to selected service areas in the 
medical facility other than nursing. 
C. Learning activities 
1. Use of resource people. 
2. Classroom practice of simulated care of patients. 
3. Clinical work experience and observation in hospitals, nursing homes, day 
care centers, doctor's clinics. 
4. The student is made aware of his own capabilities and explains his o\m per-
sonal characteristics as they reflect upon necessary qualifications for the 
various related career choices in Health Aide Occupations. 
D. Career Opportunities 
1. Immediate employment: nurses aide, custodial care, child care aide, day 
care center aide. 
2. Post-secondary career education: medical assistant, dental assistant, prac-
tical nurse, registered nurse, laboratory technician, physical therapist, 
dietician and many other health career opportunities. 
1 
I. Introduction to Heqlth Field 
HEALTH AIDE 
Course of Study 
A. General Overview of Course 
B. Health Factors 
1. Mental Health 
2. First Aid 
3 . Nutrition 
4. Personal Hygiene 
5. Preventive Medicine 
6. Ecology and Health 
C. Major Problems 
D. Health Care Units 
1. Type 
2. Function 
E. Extrinsic Factors Influencing Health 
1. Legal 
2. Moral 
3. Economic 
4. Man-power 
II. Health Occupations 
A. Orientation to Specific Careers 
1. Medical 
2. Nursing 
3. Dental 
4. Special Therapies 
5. Health Care-Related 
B. Places of Employment 
1. Hospitals 
2. Nursing Homes 
3. Clinics 
4. Medical or Dental Offices 
5. Public Health and Welfare Agencies 
6. Schools and Colleges 
7. Industry 
8. Other areas 
C. Employment Opportunities 
1. Entry Occupations 
2. Occupations Requiring Advanced Education 
3. Professions 
D. Future Employment Potential 
III. Fundamentals (Clinical Experience) 
A. Basic Aide Skills 
B. Review Anatomy and Physiology 
C. Terminology 
D. Interpersonal Relations 
E. Medical Ethics 
IV. Assessment - Personal 
A. Continued Interest and Preference 
B. Comroittment to Service and Education 
TOTAL: 
CLOCK HOURS 
1st Semester 
67 
68 
90 
270 
It is advisable that students who desire to continue in the health aide field 
take high school chemistry and biology and be able to demonstrate abilities in 
these subjects. Although it is not necessarily a prerequisite to enter the 
health aide career education program at the high school level. 
2 
Faculty 
The instructor for the program is 
vocationally certified by the Iowa 
Department of Public Instruction. 
For Further Information Contact: 
Dr. Carl Larson 
Assistant Superintendent 
Iowa Central Community College 
Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501 
Phone: 515-576-3103 
OR 
Delores Kollasch 
Head, Health Department 
Iowa Central Community College 
Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501 
Phone: 515-576-7201 
ea 
ccu 
\\ ... ~\ 
Iowa Central Community College 
Centers at 
Humboldt, Pocahontas, Clarion, 
Rockwell City, Fort Dodge 
SECONDARY 
HEALTH FIELD OCCUPATIONS 
The Health Program is a semester secondary program which meets five days a week for 
half days. The Program meets in the morning. The program is open to juniors and/ or 
seniors from the cooperating schools. 
Students explore the health fields profession in the classroom, on field trips and thru 
clinical experience and observations at sites in the local communities. (ie., hospitals, nursing 
homes, optometrists, doctors, dental and chiropracters offices etc.) 
Upon successful completion of the requirements, a student can become eligible for the 
120 hour nurses aid certificate, which enables them to enter the health field as a nurses aide, 
geriatric aide or to be employed in a nursing home. 
Students are made aware of their individual interests, abilities and aptitudes thru 
lessons in dealing with career decision making processes. This aspect to the program better 
prepares them to make wise career decisions after high school. 
• 
Program Enrollment 
Application for admittance to the pro-
gram is made through the local high 
school guidance counselor. 
Costs and Supplies 
Each student is responsible for obtain-
ing a white uniform and white shoes 
to be worn for their clinical ex-
• penence. 
Placement 
Iowa Central Community College in 
Fort Dodge has a placement service 
available to all its students. 
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